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Proposal Clears Council On Split Vote
Council Approves PostOffice Site Drainage Project
A major obstacle holding up the
construction of a new post office facility
for Murray was cleared last night when
the Murray Common Council voted 6-5
to approve a drainage project on the
proposed site.
and C. C. Lowry. Opposed to the project delayed by "five, six... (possibly) 10
were Steve Yarbrough, Martha years."
Sammons, Hardiman Nix, Howard Some members of ffie council con-
Koenen and Dave Willis. Councilman tended that the vote was for or against
W. R. Furches, who in the plait has the drainage project which would allow
voiced opposition to moving the post the dumping of water from the poet
The U. S. Postal Service is expeded - office from the downtown area, was office .site onto the old city Park
to move to purchase the site, loesiied-_-- absent from -ft-inasging dee-te-aa- 7-44(9411-4od Payne. But others
about 300 feet west of the intersection-el- •taittrY• . . said they felt the vote was a vote for or
 estnut and Tenth Streets.,  wi e   Prior to the- vote on the project, against a new Ifost office for the
- nest several days. Mayor Melvin B. Henley related to the community.
Postal officials earlier had said that council a conversation he had with Considerable* discHnision has been
construction of the $3 million facility Miller Carbon, an official in the USPS held in recent weeks en the proposed.
coin: begin within a few months if the --dliftid offi-de-in Louisville concerning oli•ainage project. Fears have ' been
council approved the drainage project. the project. Henley said that his in- expressed that the project will create
Voting in favor of the drainage terpretation of what Carbon had told additional flooding problems for
project were council members Mar- him is that if .the drainage pirnject on residents living downstream from the
shall Jones, Dick George, J. D. the Chestnut Street site is not approved, Park ProPerty(south of Sharpe Street).
Outland, Billy Balentine, Ruby. Hale a new post office for Murray could be A.study by Ted Billingtoneeapiulting
Three-rane   rco nn ector-Approved
Giendole Extensio- ts Go Ahead
Property owners in the area and that he
feels, from his study of the drainage in
the area, that additional development
of upper-property-4*.the basin would
create more problems downstream.
would only effect the 'property.
The Council was told that ihe hatin-al
flow beyond the city park property was
not being cliv_erted.
Fred Jackson, officer-in-charge of
the Murray Post Office, said this
we'll be more near the center ofmoratorium_ He said, as long as upper ..
population and our delivery area.property owners do not change the
natural flow of surface. iv ter as they
develop their properlyth ty or lowerFienton, appeared before the _Catilltd.:...,-property-ownerstrach.intaillr on-whtchlast night however and requested a to stop that develo entmoratorium..on. building permits in a
150 acre area that drains into the area-- -ft was pointed out that the drainage
and the city to take steps to correct the project on the postal site, which is to, be
current drainage problems. - paid for by the present property owner,,
Travis said he represented "several" Mrs. Birdie Parker, would change the
natural flow of the water but-that-1-,
engineer, authorized by the council
determined that the approximate in-
crease in water reaching Sharpe Street
due to the drainage project would be
three to six percent.
At the time Billington presented his
findings to the council he said the
drainage- protect would haver- a
"minimal" effect on property omit
further ciosourtream. -
Another engineer, Art Travis of
Gemmel, Travis and Associates of
The extension of Glendale Road as a
connector between S. 12th Street (U.
641) and S. 4th Street ( Ky. 121
culminated Thursday night with the
unanimous approval of the project by
the Murray Curnmoo"-LoIlhal.
The Extension has been a topic of •
discussion at council meetings for more
than a year with the major point of
contention of opponents of the project
centering around the state Department
of Transportation's original proposal to
build a four-lane artery on the site. '
OuttrieSinabily hmi c3iticr1t3 of the - .
etendale Road area caused DOT to go.
back to the drawing board last year and
INTENT ON DISCUSSION - Murray City council members Dave Willis
(left) and Hardiman Nix listen attentively during discussion of the proposed
Glendale Road extension at last night's outwit meeting
Staff Photos by Gene McCincileon
Ordinance To Be Drawn
the priposarfor a- three-
lane street that would contain two
traffic lanes and a center. -collector"
lane to be used by left-turning traffic.
The council last night approved the
enteripg into an agreement with
the state for construction of the three:
lane road with the provision. that the
state pay for the construction
_sidewalk along one-side__of the road.---
Mayor Melvielb. Healey told the
council that the state has committed
$3.30,197 toward the project and that the
city's shire of ft cost, including in-
kind _work,i_vinold arnount_to
timated $56,942. •
Robert Hodges, district highway
engineer in the Reidland DOT office,
said this morning that he WOuld not
anticipate the state beginning its
portion of the work on the project
He eawialsofe- 4Etatei, uhder the
agreement, the city is required _to 00._
fain and prepare the right-oCursisrelniai'
The project in. addition to providing
drainage tile. He said DOT would begin
actual construction work after ..
receiving notification that the city's
portion has been completed
Hodges did say, however, that some
design work has already been com-
pleted by state engineers on the
Glendale Road extension and that as
soon as official notification -of the
council's approval of the project is
received in Frankfort, he expects. DOT
to move ahead on the design.
Mayor Henley said this morning he
Sewer Rate Increase Approved
On First Reading Last Night
Custmers of the Murray Water dr
Sewer System will most likley see an
, increase on their monthly bills of from
MotIr to eight percent if an ordinance
raising the amount charged for sewer
service wins final approval of the
Murray Common Council at its next
regular meeting.
The ordinance was approved on first
reading on a 9-2 vote of the council last
night. Voting in favor of the rate hike
were council Members Martha Sam-
mons Marshall Jones, Dick George,
.illardiman Nix, J. D. Outland, Billy
Salentine, Ruby Hale, Dave Willis arid-
C. C. Lowry. Voting against the
proposal were Steve Yarbrough and
Howard Koenen. W. R. Furches was
absent from the meeting due to being
hospitalized in Dothan, Ala., with an
injury.
A similar ordinance had been ap-
inside today 
proved on first reading at a previous
meeting of the council but that or-
dinance had been revised to darify the
minimum rate charged by the system.
Under the new ordinance, the
minimum charge will remain the same,
$2.50 on water and $2.50 on sewer for the
first 2,000 gallons of water consumed.
The increase is on water consumed
over the 2,000 gallon m'inimurn and will
change that computation from the-
third of the water bill to one-half of the
charge for water.
--Mayor Melvin B. Henley pointed out
-that-°a-great many ( customers) would
have no increase" since they currently
do not consume more than the
minimum.
The mayor said the increase is
needed now to create additional
revenue for proposed additions to the
present plant or the building of a new
One Section-16 Pages
Mayor Melvin Henley talks about the potential for
developing some means Or garbage..disposal for county
residentsln tits enIntrin Sitting At The Mayor's Desk. Plus,
columnisi.Lowell Atchley talks about his idea for fighting
wars in the future. Both writers appear today in the
Opinion Section, Page 4.
increasing today's index
tkludiness Church 10
Mostlyiunn' y this morning with
Increasing cloudiness this af-
ternoon. Highs today in the mid
_• 40s. Mealy Vs* tonight svidmi.4-
,I•hance of %towers and possibly ,•
thifndershowers LOWS tonight in
the upper 40s to around 50
Satioday mbstly cloudy with a
good chance of showers or
thunder showers. Highs in the
upper eq. _
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T V  Page_ u_
sewerage treatment plant in the next
few years.
Henley said the federal Environ-
mental Protection Agency will require
the sewer system's rate structure to
totally fund the operation of the system
in the near future. He said the operation_
of the sewer system is currently sub-
sidized somewhat by water system
revenues. -
Council members Sammons and
Balentine both asked .if revenue
generated by the sewer rate increase
could be 'earmarked for sewerage
treatment Plant improvements.
Mayor Henley said the revenue would
go into the general construction fund of
the water and sewer system but that it
could be entered as a "line item'
designating its purpose.
But Henley charged the council with
the responsibility of ensuring that the
funds be available for use on treatment
plant improvements.. He said that in-
flation will force the council to either
raise rates in the future or dip into the
construction fund for operation of the
system. If the council chooses the latter
alternative, he said, the money will be
expended before the treatment plant
work begins.
In other action at last night's
meeting, the council:
- Approved the low bids of Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet on the lease of
vehicles for use -by the water hystem.
sbperintendent, fire chief, police chief
and building inspector:
Approved on firSt reading an
ordinance rezoning .the
Norsworthy property off of S. 4th Street
from residential to commercial use
ha l iiirl-piired-and mailed a letter to
Transportation Setretary
Grayson advising-him of the council's
approval of the project.
An appeal &Quit:toward Brandon, a
major pi opt-1 ty owner in the area, that
the council approve the four4ane
proposal rather than the three-lane
:-proposal apparently had little effect an
-members of the council. All but one of
the members present at last night's
meeting said they favored the three-
lane route. , Howard Koenes was the ---
only member. _favoring the four-lana_____
But city attorney William Phillips morning: that "by moving (the _postal
advised the council that he dad riCit feti----tscilityriststhe area that's proposedthe city was emplowered to issue such a
Brandon, long a proponent of the
four-lane project, said that a right-of-
way agreement he had signed with the
city stipulated that he would deed the
See GLENDALE . •
Page 12, Column 1
Jackson said the proposed lockfon of
The post ice would better facilitate
getting the_maiLin_ and -out for the
community and would also make it
more economical to operate the local
post office.
Formal announcement on the new
'Postal facility is expected within the
next few weeks from the Chicago
district -USPS office.
MURRAY CITY COUNCIL members Martha Sartimons and Steve Yar-
brough confer on a point during last night's discussion Of a drainage
project on a proposed site for a new post office in Murray.
„Rezorting_Q112111 Street Wins  
Preliminary Approval Of Council
The rezoning of 12th Street from
Sycamore to Chestnut Street through
Murray- from residential use to com-
mercial use is expected to become a
reality in the near future due to positive
action taken by the Murray Common
Council at its regular meeting last
night.. -
The council directed that an. or-
dinance be ,drawn making the zoning
change following a recommendation
from the _Murray Planning Com-
mission. •
- The planning commission was the
result of many months of work and
several public hearings on the con-
troversial zoning change. The planning
commission recommendation, which
was approved 8-0 by the commission,
read as follows: -
"The Murray Planning Commission
finds that there have been major
changes of an economic, physical, and
social nature within the area inyolved,
that were not anticipated in Murray's
Comprehensive Plan, which have
substantially altered the basic
character of such area, some specific
reasons for which are as follows:
• "1- The traffic pattern has shifted•
over the years to 12th St. as a main
thoroughfare, which is inconsistent
with a residential area, making it less
attractive as a residential area and
more compatible with a business zone.
"2. Commercial growth has resulted
in large business centers on both the
North and South terminals of the area
in question.
"3. Legally existing businesses have
come into, the area within the last 6
years which detract from the
residential character of the niegh-
borhood and make the area more
suitable to a, business zone.
4. The result of this change is
evidenced by deteriorated housing and
non-resident landlords.
-5. Residential expansion of Murray
over the years has put the area in
question more at the geographical
center of the population and conducive
to a B-4 zone.
"In light of the findings ant foregoing
reasons, the Planning Commission
recommends to the Common Council
that the ârea in question should be
rezoned from its present residential
zoning classifications to B-4 (Limited
Business).
Some residents of the 12th Street area
have objected to the zoning change,
from residential to a limited business
( B-4) classification at public hearings
conducted in the past.
'Legal rnanueverings byiome op-
ponents caused the planning com-
mission to conduct three public
hearings on the rezoning change
because of legal deficiencies in the
initial hearings.
'Very little discussion was held on the
matter at last night's meeting prior to
the council's unanimous vote in favor of
drawing the ordinance.
The ordinance is expected to be
present to the council on first reading at
its next regular meeting April 27. The
ordinance, must be approved on two
readings before it becomes law.
Wages, Sick Pays, ()fifer issues
Subject Of Driver-Board Meeting
By LOWELL ATcHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway County Board of Education
members have given verbal com-
mitment to raising' the pay of some 41
coutay bus drivers and are expected to
review a request for Cumulative sick
days.
• A majofity_ of the county's drivers.
mostly women, attended a county
school board session Thursday night to
talk over pay, sick days, equipment
conclitinns and other issues..
Following an almost two hour session
with the drivers: Joe Dyer, chairman of
the county board, told the group," 'the
raise was five to six percent last year
I'd certainly hope you'll at least get that 'Members of Murray Independent
thi., year'. Dyer discounted, however. Board of. Education heard a report on
the possibility of increases proportional the city's Head Start program for the
to fluctuations In the colt of living, as schal year,- when the' board met in
one driver suggested. " regular sessioir Thursday night.
• School board members also Thursday The board is expected to meet againnight speiht considerable time in an next week in a session to evaluate
members reviewed preliminary
drawings for We county middle school.
School board members recessed their
meeting and are expected to re-convene
on the morning of kpril 20 at 5:30 for
high school personnel discussions.
Calloway County School Superin-
tendent Jack Rose told bus drivers the
only salary allocation earmarked thus
far for fiscal year 1978-79 is that of
teachers.
School bus drivers are paid out of
transportation allotments, most from
the Kentucky Deluirtment of Education
and the rest locally.
Rose explained transportation costs
to the drivers and pointed out that in
fiscal year '76-'77, transportation
f salaries, upkeep, parts) cost $261,707.
Some $2013,09frof.Lhat is paid from state
allocations.
The school system gets almost
$200,000 from a utility tax, money from
which goes to pay for additional
See SCHOOL BOARD
Page 12, Column 5 •••
Board Reviews Program
- Approved an betwren .executive session evaluating teachers Murray „High .3211441-piramMel cod-
-Yew rte-nemptinerfrattisa werr"-""m umm" tw.-9""mil"'" *"'1"7"Etin.sTatk aptFe4hTbf agonefretica
Beard-members okayed a reeeklailip on e sChool Makeup calendar, That
meeting is slated Tuesday, April 18 at 7
p.m.
Mrs. Sandri, *14,, Head Start
directoi,' outlined activities in the
System coveting the maintenance of
fire hydrants in the city; • •
Approved a grand amendment on
the ,20,1 facilities Study that wfll enable
increasing tax rates under the .Power
Equalization *Mule from six cefits to
ten cents. public hearing on, the
Chester Engineers to propose
plant for t5 
proposed rate increase, which would
bring in $60,000 if passed, Is set for May
new
sewerage treatrn t e ritY •
Page 12, Column 1
Calloway County &hoot Board
about the Start kindergarten
igogram, the homebound program, the
new 'Olayground, plus the director
discussed how parents are involVed in
counseling. She also talkes1 about social
services personnel that waren, the.*
program and the. health Mme i Of Head
Start
-Homedin 1.44eeseransko4iwiw4Plii,e
former university school, 'about 44 city
youngsters Attenditiesd Start program.
Also, in the city school board session
Thursday- night, board members
discussed Murray-kiddie School
personnel_ .in an executive session,
program thiseappproveiLbUle arid  hired F








members of the New York
Stock Exchange, Inc ,
Murray. She was introduced
by Mrs. Donald Jones.
The chairman, Mrs. Mary
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touch controls 0 Cooks
fast by time or temper--
• ature 0. Cooks slow
with automatic simmer. . _
West Kentucky
Appliance Center
Why doesn't anyone (di you
there's a difference between
making love and being in love?
-4"NI • 11,1a. ;e:' AtIldRi1/41AN-f )", I W *t ‘,.• I N()DUL. ilk )N .406 I •LOVI.:,_
8, Murray, Baby Girl Buffalo
Murray,es
to:S4rwinycam.or et.,
(mother Xaren), Rt. 2,
1. Hazel, Miss_DebriL ale(
Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. 
•Myrtle _ Stubblefield, Rt. 5, • Disniissais
Murray, F.nqs D. Winchester, mei Batty J. c, aRtrm 2.ast.
DovBt
otUge -Gfove, -
C. Outland, 411._ So. 412.1 Tn., Mrs. Eva M. Jones, 404 S. •
-Murray, Mrs. Nancy B..tlieita, 6th, Murray, Mrs. Jane A. _
Fern Terrace Ldg., Murray, Morris and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Mrs. Mary B. Ingram, Rt; 2, Bx. 180-A -Hazel, Mrs. W.
ow exhibit through April„-26. Marshall Chapter Aynerican • Murray. - ' . Marie Wyatt and Baby Girls A
--- otahetea . __Association. ... _ , si_. .  and B, Rt. 811x. 1215 Murray,
Floyd Alexiiinner, 213 N.- •1141diy, April 14 16•07-711- 7- -
Christian-Coffee House, - -ReCitit- bi- -Ricky Gene -Adults 1113- -: - Brewer Paris, Tn., Mrs.
. "Sonshine UV' ip(A154.11 Ca b•f- -Turner, taCenter*- trombone; ----Plurjery 01) • De_bra:W Houston aniLliaby
---•-- BYW, will beheld from eight irtill 'be at two p.m. in the . Newborn Admissions '• Roy, Rt. 2,-Perirear, Tg011te. Afiss KaihrLyna-- Etheritin -- p.m to miAnight at basement Farrell Recital- Rail, Price Baby Boy Tidwell !Mother Wanda J, Mitchtisom- -Rlk li
of ,Fellowship Hall Of the Doyle Fine Arts Center, Maria), Rt. 1, Murray, Baby Hardin, Miss Paula A.
:Church. A charge of fifty cents Murray State. • . Girl Thompson.. 4-mother McGavock, Bx. 8189 Woods
-per person will be made. Open Terri). fil.„3. Paris, Tn. . _Hall MSU,Mutray,Mrs..-Viekt,,
.to all persons from Grade Dismissals L. Mclillroy, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
...StuidaY, April 14 Tn., Mrs. Betty S. Butter, 14. 2Nine through college. . Miss Rhonda J. Manning. 
t. 3, Bx. 24H-5 Murray, Mrs. Bx. 117, Murray, Frank L.
Caroline Price and Baby Boy, Hurt, 420 N. Murray, Miss
Rt. 2 Jim Town Rd., Mayfield, _Melinda J Lloyd, Rt 1, Ed
. Mrs: Pearl M. Kinel, 102 Pine, - mouton, Mrs. Rue J. Mc-
Murray, Timothy D. Adams, Cut che on , 1709 Farmer,
TB .f.jillae.:,_ Morgan DOW W, Murray, Miss Janet M: Miller,
JEfkink._Rt, I. .-puryeae., Th., ',SU N. lath,. Murray, Mrs.
• Saturday, April 15 
the Eby Farruf'y Singers of
Nashville, Tn., will be at the
_ ._ ChaPter M of the P. B. a Locust Grove Church of  the.
Sisterhood•--arttt- meet tot Nazarene. mac ninny% at six
luncheon at 12:00 noon in the pm. prior_ to  -revival_-the
Igoe 4 Mrs,Ftobert Bryan- gierviec .  - - At: Digs Freeman will be: - ••••=•••mimm•••••;••••=1.
' -. . - __ . • '
• • ' .1.-- - ---Iteinks-y,-Aprll, 17 •
.,-..Ctincert •by- Murray itate ThaiDepartrnent, Murray
'.rercussioa . Ensemble, Woolen's Club, will meet at
directed by Tian Vanars4el„1;18  ip,m.- at the club house.
ll boat 1445 -pan.  the • - -   • - -
University -Theatre; Murray Senior Adult Group of First
State. No charge and public is Baptist Church will leave the
invited. church lot in church vans at
,  • ten ant..--_to go to Brandon'
• Day long early auidhood Springs, -Land Between the
Career Education Conference Lakes- • . -
Irill begin at 8:15 a.m.-in the -- -
-Student -,:cefittr Auditorium, Penny Homemakers Club
l!tupsiik_state -priiiersity, will meet at Extension Office
- - -.0 ausimrs.err-a„pos ,,s, . , ..4sadrey iitiLsttreLth ,Merrell. at one
Mrs. Fil Boston was speaker
at the meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club • held on
Thursday, March 23, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house: .
'rota, Imitating Tif Out- --FtYnti(-Presided-and-expr
National Economy", was -the - aPPreciation to the volunteers-
subject of the discussiiin by who collected for the Heart
Mrs. Boston who spoke on the Fund including Mrs. Jamee41. - -
importance to the society of - Allbritten, Mrs. •Felix Dunn,
people honoring their con- and Mrs. Bernard Bell. Mrs
tracts. She said the ancient Jack -Halley represented the
Jewish covenant with God was Zetas at the planning meeting"
a contract between God and for the Special Olympics a
nya • and  later r antractir_AIL' &Partner* Contributed-.
between Mee were slorn to 125 to the event: •;,
before God. She also discussed Hostesses for the social hour
the importance of private W.ere Mesdames Glen Hodges, - -
investments to the free en- Franklin Fitch, James M. •
terprise society. . - Lassiter, Jack Bailey, and
Mrs. Bestoniswittrthe-Pirst--Jublt-T-. Frvan. •,•.•
k •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Etherton of 814 Bagwell Blvd.,
liturray,Ignmence the engagement andupProaching marriage -
of their daughter, Kathy Lynn, to Gary Mark Goodman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy L. Goodman of Carbondale, Ill.
Grandaarents of the bri e-e ect are Mr. and Mrs. Robert R.
Etherton of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tollie
Chrisman, formerly of Buchanan, Tn. •
The groom-elect's grandparents are Mrs. William Goodman
and the late Mr. Goodman of PauLs Valley, Okla., and Mrs.
Otis Elkins and the late Mr. Elkins, also of Pauli Vsdley, Okla.
Miss Etherton i3 a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and '-
will graduate In May kern Murray State University receiving :
a Bachelor jo,LScielice dmree_in.blisiness with an &Millar-
counting., • - ^
Mr. Goodman' is a senior Majoring in zoology at Poutbent
Illinois University at Carbondale and is employed with the...
- Jackson County AmbillanceServiee,
Wedding vows will be exchanged Saturday, May-27 at three
p.m. at the First Baptist Church of Murray with the reception -
following in the church fellowship hall. Only out of town in-
tritations are being sent. All friends and relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and reception.
_HENDERSON, —Th. -
Rhonda J. Garland, daughtermeet at the Triangle ha. at 
of Mr and Mrs. Eurie Garland
-of Mori  will 'be graduated• 
Cum Laude in the seventieth
•
Murray 'Shrine Club will
Willing Workers Sunday
. Seheel Class of Sinking Spring
•
; Car Wash will be held at 
Baptist Church will meet at Kathe --C,... at,son sthe home of Pat Dalton. - annual graduation exercisesNorth Point Chevron Station 
at Freed-Hardeman College,Own nine a.m. to five p.m.,
dponsored by the Flags, will meet at the club hall at
Bluegrass State CB Club Named,_ Beta Kappa -on Saturday, May 6, at 10:00a.m.lines. and Majorettet of 730 p.m.
cktirS: Hendley, 616 West 49Yce M. Sullivan, Rt.' 2,
1 4.,....Mayfiald, Mrs. Shelia kt,Mayfield, • Mrs. Gloria A.
McDaniel, Rt. 2, Parli, Tri., -Cunningham, 1613 Sunset,
Macy J. _Rowlett, 1103 Elm,. Murray, Miss Lisa J. Croft,
Murray, Rs.6238-Hester Hall MSU,
- Southard, Rt. 7, Murray—, Mrs; Miartar-btrs. Annette' Collie, -
Dean Downey, 401 S. -12th, Rt. 5, Belton, Miss- Cindy J.
Murray, • Miss Diane M. Rednour, Bx. 5145 Hart Hall
'Hankey, Bx. 8202 Woods Hall, MSU, Murray, Miss Dawn E.
Videfte ----.Forrest, • 8092 Woods Hall,
Wascher, CR Bx. 231 New MSU Murray, Henry A.
Concord, Jerry Winsor, 520 S. Newport, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
6th, Murray, Keith F. Bitter, Allen weak --ta. 3, Murray,
3131 Corbin, Paris, Tn., Henry Milford J.. Mathes, Rt. 2,
Harts. 306 S.. 12t11._ Murray, -MuraY.Niris. ()Cie C.
A, Murray,, Barley Kirks, 203 _Doyle, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Maple, Murray, Mrs. Forrest. Verdie Duncan, RL 1, Dexter.
Mrs.4.a S. 13111. Rt. 81.56- S. 10th. Murray, ElartiaL.
• Friday, April 14
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
• will held its mottinly canmout
- at Paley Campground in- the
Lard Bietween, the Lakes. A
Saturday, April 15
Car wash will be held at
Ross Standard Station, 15th
and Main Streets, from nine
a.m. to three p_rn,,- sponsored•. potluck supper will be served_ by MSU Wesley Student
Satan* night with Nix and Fellowship.




Trombone recital by Philip Association will sell tickets for
Read. Paducah, will be at a patchwork dog at Roses " Martin and Baby Girl, Rt. 7. _ NewbomAdmissions
seven p.m. in Old Recital Hall. Department Store from ten Murray, Miss Johnetta r..
B Boy Miller (mother
and 
Doyle Fine Arts Center,- a.m. to four p.m. with funds to Hawkins, 401 S. 39th., aby 
Debra), 1311 S. 16th, Murray,
B. Tighe, K vtli ulitSe-,--A/a :-. • Baby Girl Jennings " topse_ 
children to diabetic_louisville, Mrs. Genella H.
. Rt. -4-Hazel, -Mrs. -- ings (mother
a trumpet recital by Roy
be at 8:15 'p.m_ in Farrell . 
Diwing B°x. 76: 13BOYoenly Ctao); (mother MWrnurilaya) R, 8a, bty.Recital Hall. Price -Doyle Fine Yard sale by the Calloway- - Hardin Shirley ,1 
.futs Center, Murray State- County High school choirs
University- .  will 13e,„st, 800 Minerva Place.
• limas from Murray Tennis
-Exhibits in the Clara Courts justoff Doran Road
,--magte Gallery, Price Doyle,- from eight a.m. 
to one p.m.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State, include graphic designs
by MCXenrVe. 
toietsSundliforY•
Tn., Paintings and 
drawings as - a benefit to raise funds to
by Carl Woods, Murray, and send children to diabetic camp
ceramics by Renee Totrault, will be sold at Roses from one
Brattleboro, Vt. They will he to five p.m. by Calloway-
T. Hargan, Bx. 3, ICirksey,
Howard J. Bassett, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Mary K. Bean,
Rt. 4.10x. 295, Murray, Rushy
R. Maley, Rt. 2 Bs. 150,
Murray, Mrs. Verdie M





Baby Boy Pierce (Bonnie
_Rt. 2, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Mayrne K. ('avitt, 620
N. Rural,. Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Regina A. Phillips and Baby
Boy, 1015 Paris Rd. Apt. No. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marilyn S.
'-*-----aetilat work major,
Rhonda is one of 271 students
who will graduate from the
Liberal arts, senior; Chrtsti-a-ft-
college.
Dr. Max Rafferty, Dean of
the School of Education at
Troy State University will be
the speaker at the exercises
held in the new
•Calloway County High School. Katheryn Cecilia Watson of Miss Watson is a daughter of
- 7 Giti Scouts -will have
sIdewalk cookie sales at
Otasco's, Roses', and National
__Store's from ten atm to three
•• Special Olympics. will be at
darr Health Building and
Stewart Stadium. Murray
State, from eight a.m. to four
• Miss Murray State Pageant.




,Car Wash by Kentucky
Association of Nursing
Students at Murray State will
be at Shell Station, 641 South,






Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive, at seven p.m..-
blurray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M will meet at the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Skating party by Calloway
County High School Choirs
will 'be held at the Murray
Roller Rink from 5:50 to 7:50
Sixth annual Foreign
Language Festival will be
held at Murray State in
Student Center auditorium
aod Beshear gym starting at
9:30 a.m.
Recital by; John Houston,
piano, from paducah, will be
at 8.:15 p.min the Old Recital





Citizens will meet at 7:30 p.m.







Tues. 8, Thurs. 10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
Or













A Jurie 10. 1978
wedding is planned.
Murray, a member of the
senior class at Davidson
College, Davidson, N.C.,. has
been elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, • the highest
recognition Of academic ex- '
cellence which un-
dergraduates can receive.
Thirty-six students will be
inducted into the -Davidson
chapter of the national
honorary society on May 10.
Students at Davidson who
maintain a general average of
3.6 or above throughout their
college years are normally
eligible to receive bids for
membership. But not more
than 12'.2 per cent of the senior
class may be elgcted.
Dr. and Mrs. John H. Watson
of 814 Olive SL. Murray.
Davidson . College in
Davidson, N.C., is recognized
Os one the nation's leading
liberal,* arts colleges. It was
begun in. 1837 by the
Presbyterian Church and
currently enrolls 1,300
students. Some 70 per cent of





Wilson. Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, and other leaders
in business, medicine, law,
science, education and the
ministty.
• LENEVIEVI fill,1111U MICHAt[ HOME AS ;TWA
H/ABEIH ASHIEY.RIP.TDRN'.., RICHARD WIDIARK
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ity of care has been accept.
able. Midwifery is on.the
increase in the Uriited
States.
The modern midwife is a
well,krained registered
nurse who has received
special education and ex-
perience in the care of the
normal mother who is car-
rying a normal pregnancy.
Such midwives have, ille-
quate training and techni-
cal 
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1978 
knowlerige to handle.
Wlidt kind of day will ' LEO - ' 
deliveries. These Special-
the great majcirIty of
.,
gthtozstaonrrofrsorwsayb e? To reabirthdfintic11;40,otuciewt what (July-24 to Aug. ,23) 1/2-x‘u•%1A1P11.___ 
._ha-ly-vtreatihen dbacknur_usepsofusaut:  yly-.
i Mvaernd. 2einctoiesAprto. 
ii,,,,- ----___A„----'-  portunity offered thtough- the -,-- "e°11i1Pliraii°" arises -in4he '
only worthwhile goals. Op- .
Be realistic now and Pursue , sician who is available if a
ARIES
a213v)old-1":41-undue ' 
ercleativerveusabeititiofes.one of your . course of .pregnancy or
the affairs of others Qin- 
ifs- 01P3*---filalieg '-'7 Of- OfFstetTft•Inftg —g
In fact, ' the • American _suspicion of otheina riesi VIRGO 
..An associate may give you an -and. Gynecologists, -.- the
centrate op yaw ow a activities. unusual idea for furthering one medical specialty society,.   . f goals. Y Keenness supports th f f
and convincing words should sional . midwives. They ,
ihteolpveyrou in adapting and Putting meet a need, satisfy many
LIBRA ' 
• . patients,, and assist in-the foot.
. _ . ,40„ . iri-ieri_ . ___I • ._,• :-
- 'S113t• 24-1.°- um' -i'i---- - --- -- itkr4 obstetrical Care: • Daphne Mowery Will -- Fine- sttrn Late-
1
• (Apr. 21 to May 21,) 11:1
Put theories and facts in
proper relationship, remem:"
tiering that only _facts shwa"'






By- an Qld Hand
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:. There is an-old man who goes to our
- ehareh.,He's-very friendly and everyone Iles him,-but -he's
beginning to get oh the girls' lierves. t By "girls," I mean
any female betwten 12 and 60.1
You can't really call him a "dirty old manalthbugh he
acts like it at times  1 -wouldn't mind -a brief hug as a
greeting, hut this man does a lot of pinching and patting in
the clinches.-
I mentioned this to a girlfriend of mine who has also
been on the receiving end of his pinching and patting, _and_
she saisl, "Forget it-he's 93!"
actions because of his age? •
PINCHED AND PATTED
DEAR P AND P: Certainly, there are two periods in a
man's life when he can get away with anything. When he's
too young to know Wittit IN'S doing, and when ittas too old .....Miss_Rebecat Ruth Forbus
DEAR ASHY:44y sister his ir10-year-oid son who war-7--------.7and-Janies-Keivi-Sortith•---
,—
o your our e use o pro es-
other ear. His doctors hi-Via informed my sister that ' Mary uealtAind_lkyron..F.orbut.01,-   Pers9nalitY and abilities- Same
care for the vast majority peak At Theta MeetMurray announCe the engagement and approadiing marriage special matters need your
DEAR AUNT: Your sister is doing her son a shocking
disservice. The boy should start preparing immediately to
live in a silent world. It will be much more difficult for him
to learn after he. has suffered total bearing loss.
Urge your sister to distiuss it with her son's doctors' and
to follow their recommendations. And I hope for the boy's
sake the acts at once.
_
DEAR- "BY: Our 17-year-old son got a ticket; for
• speeding .(he has no-car--it was his father's), so we took
away .his driving privileges for a month. It has been
_only five_days now -and- this- boy is unbearable. 14e is-ugly
'• and hateful. He hardly eats, and he refuses to look at us.
He answers dii0 questions with grunts and shrugs, and he
.saysewoh't be "nice" until we give him one more chance
, and restore .his driving privileges.
. . My htiAband has had one coronary and was told to keep
calm and avoid excitement, but this son of ours is pushing
him to the boiling point.
- I hone-stly don't know how to-cope with-this.,Should we
give in?
'eventually the boy will be totally "deaf.
Don't you think my sister is being extremely unfair -t,o
, 
GEMINI . particular talents and care.
, - -• -
ot thier youngest daughter, Rebecca Ruth, to James KevM :Noy 22 to June 21) it,00-___ carri on with itaz usual ....‘i,ft. Orkegnancies. Often the ..'
hide the-truth from-her soli? She is an intelligent woman. Smith, on of Mr. and Mrs. James Smith of Paducah. • kanning to-launch a new . SCORPIO 
-F- in-cTepfb ' i-t iiiing of-use Daphne Mowery- of thebut she seems almost ashamed of her son's handicap. She Miss Forbus Is a 1976 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High undertaking? Consult with (Oct: 24 to Nov. 72 i IT!, er. ri all ct seis..nat required-in a- -Department will iie- the gnes.t
doctors, particularly spe- Callow4' County. Healthsaid she couldn't bear the thought of his studying lip  School and will graduate in May from the A.ssociate-Narsing others regarding its feasibility. -- Eves- n -thaultir you &Mime;• "!ifeciiitRor 'sign language so yettng. .
answer.
' She thinks highly of your advice, Abby, sofple' nee
-- _ progeatn dofi Ps aducabuCommunity Cot liege. - t cANcER _
Mr. Smith is a 1975 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High necessary. 
- . A long-range viewpoint LISTEN to - others. Their • normal
• methods may be different but ' may be greater for such
case. Too, the cost--
si- 
ape'aker at the meeting of the
Theta Departmetft of the'
Schoolan p_resen y employeda acre , specialty care: Most_ _PhY Murray .1qr.). rt s_rlos..ta_k•s 
Cli ch  whidi bend 
PgassnblyouarFse.asDfrcdu-scsn..-b otnter't clans are maie. IVIost. . , Vows will be exchanged Friday, Jtme 2; at the First Baptist (Jude 22 to July 23) e(2) hassle. midwives are fema ,le a 
held Monday.; April 17, at 7:30
-.
SULKY'S MOTHIDR
- DEAR 1%40-TH*4k-7-Wyo.. "give in" now, you. will teach
your son that the way to get what he wants Inlife is to
punish those around him with his uglineiii. Ingore his act.
If he doesn't eat, it's his hunger. Don't _ask him any
questions. It will-only provide him with an opportunity to
exhibit his surliness. Let him sweat it out. You'll be doing
him a favor.
Gamma Chapter- of Delta
- Kappa Gamma met at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield for
the regular March meeting
with Mrs. Joyce Fortin,
chairman, presiding.
. _ . _
,During the butane:la semi' on
the treasurer was atalliortted,
to send a check for $10M-the.
Golden Gift Fund. -
Mrs. Johima Putoff,
chairman of Special
vitations are being sent.
Delta' K app-ct-Gamm a
Midwives lian ing
Normal Obstetical Cases
4: LE- has been
_x_t__...ading Oat. tiv•  .saai el
midwives is on the in-
crease in the United
States. She asks whether
this means that the quality
of obstetilcal care in this
_ c_inintry is deterierating.'
Sky Ivants hi_ know  _why
Physicians. cannot take
care of pregnant women
and deliver their babies.
A: Midwives have tradi-
tionally been used in a
number of western Euro- -
7)e'




Incr pry info rAug. DI To Seiff.
Phirsicians can. and do _
ularly, and they have
gradually increased,. the-
length of their runs. She
wants to know if it is
-preferable to land on your
toes ,̀ or on your heels as
you jog. ,
A: Keep your toes
pointed forward and jog
with an easy, comfortable
stride. Land on your heel
With-each successive step,
rolling forward on your
foot and pushing off on the-
next step with your toes. .
- During walking, one Not -_
is Always on the ground
bearing weight. However,
-during jogging and rune
-ning, by definition, both
-feet are off the ground part -
Of the time.. When the
.weight of the body comes
-down a ainst the ground. 
prErSStre frOtti inertia
is greater in running than
in walking and can be
more naturally tolerated
by the heel than by the toes ,
and smaller bones of the
 Paducah. Dr. John Wood A thyur , will perform the eight p.m.can as you - SAGITTARIUS-ceremony. A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the — Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4°4> 
that is pleasing to 
p.m. at 
theLeilrubmahmisn, Wilma
direct but one reouiring emir*
many pregnant women.thinking if you would keep itchurch. Tentatively f OM.-- -d*. from the losing column through - certainitex -- until- Yew have WHLAiir-JdOGI4drNctia HE -
- detours. more facts an a 4: Mr's. J. C. writes that 
-Maxine Scott, urge all
memliers to attend. Hostesses
All friends iiiidtelativen are invited. ,Only out-of-town In- neglect and i on unprofitable . d better -
_ , guarantee of success. Ask • sheand her husband have will be Dorothy Byrn, Cloia
•
counsel of well-informed per-
. recently started to jolLreg- Campbell, and Eva Hale.sons. • 
CAPRICORN
Beatty, an4 vice-chairman
(Dec. 22 to Jan 1O) V V441
A day for astute thinking and
MrS s Eagle-71q"4 Icillow,iip„__something different, if only as ahobby. "Little things" shouldChap ter Honors- 
•
bring you great happiness now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.-21 to Feb. 19)
Some procedures may'have to
be changed but, in general, you
will attain the results you work
for. Your keen wit should at-
tract new friends.
iFeb. 20 to gar. 20,
PISCES -
The Pillow" toadstool! to
. the unusual and offbeat will be
much in evidence now. You'll.
find much pleasure in areas
others overlook.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
progressive, straight-thinking
individual, with both the will
and stamina to work toward
your highest goals. You are
extremely kelf-reliant and in-
dependent. Also, being one of
the rare persons who combine
great artistry With practicality,
you could succeed In either the
bilainess-- or art worlds,
depending upon your leanings
and education, of course. In
business,- you would do best as
an executive or promoter;
would also make a successful
banker. Creatively, you could
shirr as a writer, painter or
musician. -Birthdate of;
Leonardo da Vinci. renowned




reported that Miss Clara'
Eagle had been chosen as the.
Outstanding Woman and a
blograptlical sketch of her
be given by Mrs. Fortin at
-state meeting.- Miss Eagle
•
 ---
• etired head the
Department, Murray State
University, has been a
member of Gamma Chapter
for twenty-five years.
-Officers elected to serve
If you put off writing letters because you don't know Dr. Mocha Spe aks For
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How, to Write Letters
For All Decasiona."-Send Siiinad-a long, stamped 124 cents)
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Dr. Roger Mocha, associate
professor in the Aviculture
Department, Mtil•ray State
University, presented the
progrtut - for -the-April sixth
meeting of the Garden-.
Department of the Murray
Woman's Clob.
With the tise-L-or colored
slides, Dr. Mocha' showedthe
value of using a variety of
annuals in the home garden.
Annuals are fast-growing
Plants that complete their life
cycle from seed to flower- to
seed again in a single year.
Planted in mass, they will
produce a vivid, impressive
show of color. For a different:
display of color, two varieties
of annuals can be planted at
random within the same area.
Annuals which are low
growing and thick make an
excellent edging or border,
such as sweet alyssum or




-11orted the business meeting.
The members were en-
couraged to support the
M.S.U. football team through
the purchase of tickets to the
May 4. Blue-Gold game.
The Prbjects Committee
reported 4iaethe continuing
effOirt ,tia- landscape Alte en-
trance to the city park. An-
nouncement was made to
encourage members to save
during the 1978-1980 term are:
,President, Mrs. Dorothy
Spahr, Mayfield; ,first vice-
president, Dr. Alta Presson,
Murray; second vice-






Following the noon meal,
Mrs. Dorothy Spahr and Mrs.
Alice Humphries conducted a
canz on famous Women. Mrs.
Lula Belle Hodges and Mrs.
Gela Ellis were winners and
were given paintings done-by
arden- Department• .Mrs. Spahtas prizes.Mrs. Jo Curris, program
chairman, introduced the
program subject, "Child
Abuse." , Dr Charrene
Robinson, a - Mayfield
physician, and Miss' Roberta
Hart, social worker, com-
pleted the panel.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Miss Betty Rogers, Mrs.
Katie Mae Doran, Mrs.
Imogene Heath, and Mrs.
Ruth Tucker.
old newspapers for the
department's newspazer
drive. These funds will go to
gardening projects at Western
State Hospital at Hopkinsville.
Bundled papers can be left at
the Woman's Club House or at
1108 Main Street.
The membership voted to
accept the slate of officers for
1978-79, which the nominating
committee presented. They
are Effie Vaughn, chairman:
Judy- Payne, first-vice





New -members for the
department are Barbara
Stacey, Fug" Muscio. Lee
gafser, Margaret Taylor, and
Ouida Tucker.
Refreshments were served
by hostesses, Modena Wilcox,
Myrtle Cayce, Berde Gingles.




,Mrs. Glenn Hicks of Murray




-Kevin Geurin of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah
Get a headstart
in your new town.
• . Don't waste time wondering a fast way to let
your bearings. Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
Whiptl you've lust moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business inform-mien -I Wn8.--
"-11111117i.ot inI2Vre heilftedi kOfIlLtil"you.117431.111r:77“000e. -
Kathryn Ontran d_675 10711
• —
*Yr-.
Cool, comfortable and contemporary -
that's the irresistible appeal of this carefree
Samsonite furniture that fits your body
like a glove!
• Strong,-welded tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gard" finish . ,
Coot, oorntottahlO.Stiner-Tuff7mJabric-
•NoHandsn4 self-adjusting Chaise lounge-
. •--Washable,--weather-regionnLmaterials_-' 






202 Se. 5t10 753-4072
Body Glove'. Summertime
and the livld is breezy!
Cool, comfortable and contemporary -/that's the irresistible
appeal of Samsonite's carefree -Body Glove outdoor
furniture! The cool-as-a-breeze,Super-Tufrt washable fabric
slings fit your body like a glove for luxurious comfort. Sturdy
steel frames are specially coated with Samsori-Gard*. so ybu
can leave this furniture in the s'un and rain all summer long
without a care. And there's even a NoHandir4 chaise lounge
that lets you change position without lifting a finger. Keep










202 So 5th m3-4in
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EDITORIAL
We know of a fellow whose 13-
year-old kid came home from
school one day with plans for
making au atomic bomb. This
- - - fellow immediately put his kid
to work in the basement
-building one. The same man.
claims to be hollowing out a
_ ,_bowling ball which he is going
to fill with gunpowder and then
roll a strike at his boss's desk
some day.
• It's a matter of letting off
stiumr,-4bery6-u see, and get-
- - ting rid of those pent,up
emotions. Especially in light of
the terrible long ,winter we've.
just been through. •
country singe-r—tiarhed-.
y---thecirasn't well
known till he invented a song
awhlle i ago • - that struek the
_ chords of every. working man's
and woman's heart. Ibb song
starts like this:
- Take this job and shove L!
- •ain't workin' here no more. M-
__ ter_Johruly Paycheck recorded 
that song he got famous. A city
manager in Texas Sent a copy
of the record in as his
• ii
resignation. A construction
gang in Rapid City, S. D.
walked right off the job whet*
they heard the song.
Well, Johnny Paycheck. has
another record toming_out--just
before April 1,5 that might blow
the lid off. It's about theincome
tax, and it goes like this:
The IRS, they ain't, gonna -
rest, Till they think they've got----7
it all.
It's hard to tell what will hap- .
pen when- i4at song bits the-- -
streets:
Atchfiey's Angie
Take notice President Carter and
--,Secretary of State Vance. Nuclear
..:defense strategy is a fluke. A group of
guys in New Orleans have a better idea.
The fellows, about 30 of then
altogether, fight mini-wars using rifles
and submachine guns that shoot BBs.
(Right. Those pump and spring-
balls. Ya. The ones you used to shoot
your little brother with.)




10 Years Ago '
Gary 0. Green, John' Paul Nesbitt,
Bobby Lee Atkins, Danny M. Paschall,
Michael C. Todd, Jerry Fulton, Jack C.
Wallis, Larry Gene Green, _ Charles
Henry Buckner, Eddie Evans, Jr.,
James Arthur McMillen, and Terry Len
-inducted- -inta---the ArTried--
forces in the April draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, chief clerk, of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
Miss Kay Pinkley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. K. Pinkley of Murray, was
named as "Miss Kentucky 1968" at the
fifth annual pageant held at Mayfield.
Miss Phyllis Cunningham of Murray ,
was second rurinerue.
Deaths reported include Reed-Gay, -
age 73.
Army Privates Hershel G. Wyatt and
Jerry D. Lowery are serving with the
Infantry in Vietnam.
Elected as new officers of the Sigma
Department of .the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Bill Thurman, Mrs- 0..-_,
B. Boone, Jr., Mrs. W. J. Pittman, anir '
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr. -
__likslitt-- -  _---7----___.:_-1...... _.•_\,...._ .----------7-'-
__ Cap.1•1 paws IMeMan  ._, . . 7 
• -20-Years Ago . ..
• Accountants from throughout Kew
tucky will meet at Kenlake Hotel on
April 17, lg, and 19 for the annual
'Western Kentucky Conference on
Accountinj, expeariptue theirewern .
will be Bethel Richardson. CPA._
- general chairman of the meeting,
itenneth.--Geode. -4CPAI----.1.--- .11. -
ghackleford,_ CPA,_ president-ef--the
Kentucky Society of Public Accoun-
tants, and Dr. Thomas Hogancamp,
 ,   head of the Department of Business
attentively. Obviously besought to win - Administration, Murray State College.
the respect and confidence of his Deaths reported include Mrs. Altie
listeners by his reference to Abrahanl.. Cohoon, age 71, Mrs. J. B. Jordan, age
In -Stepheirrnelltitatten--Ot the history —ST; add koeriber Ediiiirci-,- -iiii-67.
of the Jews, he pointed out the fact, that •-• Harold -Hurt, son_ of Mr. and Mrs.
they had been disobedient to God. Then Buford Hurt, won the La.mbuth College
he accused his listeners of having the Speaking Contest held at Paris; Tn.
same rebellious natur•e and attitude Miss Bette Lau Stazrars, daughter of'
II. 4; (idles
kl•''Yed  1,‘ r WhiritUultinv od •st b the (' mud asLesson-- -
- Messenger
  -
—Acts 74, 44-63, 58 -
bruises during their mini-wars with Members of a synagogue composed
'Val cliim  -1V-s-all-entizelY safe -they largely otle-Weiror-fi various countries.-sly. The wear heavy clothing, argued With Stephen about some .goggles. ttles have their own little -,_ statements he had made. They con-attack *few 
taking 
whit tended that Stephen had said that Jesus. action Who that shoot the-tlaY metal pints r' Ict taaing a bri el. would destroy the Temple and change 2
 -‘--411111111111111D
Bearding b a Esealse Ise senior;
citizens. ilhe-potans It--4.-angsvtr
niesden and lane orshines -fast.ff
. " yam hive a esseetil preblem not
--ammrered in these columns, write
&mediae, LI4 East Dupla Street, Wert
_Alexandria, Oliki-4511126.71Feur
'Wenn a NNW Int yea mturt
- - - - Ime-lade- a alameil-milleddreesed en-
• velope. The 1101111111di atailass will be
prided la this Cann&
HEARTLINE; All through my life I
had worked in private industry and one
of the benefits at work was paid health
insurance. Since I have retired and
been on Medicare. I have an insurance
policy that supplements Medicare. I
must pay for this' myself. I have never
used this "aupplement and it seems a
waste Of money to me. What is your
opinion online T. W.
A: Any person who hits a good health
Insurance policy is new wading their
money. Obviously. Ise hope that_yan
will never need to use this imamate.
You • nivat 'remember that mod in-
surances you have you never use.
Is ft &waste of mon, d yen have fire
'Entrance and youl—Tn't burn
don? Or, if you do not get in a car
actident to use your car insurance?
Some people do consider this a waste.
However, remember that there is a
greater chance of incurring a large
doctor or hospital bill than having your
house burn doten or getting in an
automobile accident.
Health insurance like all insurance
Is 4c necessary precaution against the
unexpected and "the unwanted. If
something happens and you need to use
it, it is not a wage at all
Heartline cannot tell you to purchase
a health insurance policy. Only you can
decide this. However, since this
question occurs so frequently, we have
developed literature to astist you in
making a wise decision 66 biljffilli
health insurance For your free copy,
write to: . Heartline-Health •Insurerice,..
114 E. Dayton St.. West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Please enclose one Want
stamp with your request. '''''••••%,
HEARTIINE: have been drawing
Social -Security Retirement benefits for
three years now My two -children are
also receiving benefits. My oldest son
will soon be 18 and he intends JO go to
college. Will he still be- ogings for
,Social Security . benefits on my )1Nirk
MiAray Ledger & Times
•
-  PublIker •  waft
Editor •  &Gana Me• lum
twlsw 6 flan 6
Nes Day, New Years Dr211 ftY
every sliwassa assept
Mwray Pleampapara. Bic . 103 If. 16 a.
Murray, Ky den Sensed Class Pedant Paid at
urray By , 41171
SUBSCRIPTION KAM In areas served by
,arners, 11.10 inastli, payable M reavsere
By nail In Cahreray Cammly ma be Bention. Her
en, Weight. UMW mud Fanntelton. K y. , and
Parts, Duchene asM Perrier. Th.. 117 10 per
year" Ny suit te Other' desalinate*. 1112 M per
rem.411ainiewistArmeemmailArawAistig=
SmaaartrWeirepeppr
The Ssesriateet Prom is earluswely rolided
replbliati Bus/ nersoigineed by The Murray














'dead zone Pensit'Y'' wren munching biWi orderthaft rrught put-- -•
snacks and sipping cold drinks.
_Itil an soldier. A "kill" the Mosaic customs. Enraged by his that their forefathers . had displayed. Mr. and Mrs. John D. Stamps, and. co when. you blast your enemy -Unanswerable logic, and his bold and Further mare, Stephen charged, .the Jimmy-Friuddin Doran,aion of Mr. and
, 'three 4imes with a-all-litin or zap hillif------- • tearless proclamation of the gospel, members of the Sanhedrin with-the-- --Mrs. Thomas Clifton Doran, were- with a grenade -made of flour or BBs - . an'd in utter desperation, these in- murder of Christ. Not only did he wound married April 11 at the Elm Grovewrapped around a firecracker. - -ftiriated opponents seized Stephen. tor* their pride, but they were enraged at Baptist Church. .. The game is all for fun and even if- bitty-before the Sanhedrin, and bribed his boldness and his unaniwfrable - Dr. William T. Doss, chiropractor,ou're "killed," you spend time in a "-witnesses to-swear that he was guilty of logic, .  will open his offices here gi_heeik
record? L.P. •
A: Yes, as long as he is a full tnne
student at a school, college or
university* considered "an educational
institution," he can continue to draw
benefits until he turns 22. For a school
to be lam-saki =I an educational in-
stitute, it must either be operated or
directly supported by the U S., gate, or
loca1 onvernenent. be. apporves4 by the
state or accredited by. a date or
natiorielly recognized accrediting
agency.
A full time student is one who is in
attendance at a day or evening course
t non-correspondence) at an
educational institution and carrying a
course load considered hill-time by the
institution-le standards and practices.
HEARTLINE. I know that a person
can take a Civil Service annuity with or
without survivor's benefits. I have been
on Civil Service retirement for three ,
years now. I have an "Annuity with
stieeivor's benefit" because of my wife'
Is there anyway I can change this and --
receive a higher rate? W. G.
A: The only way that you can change
your annuity is for your marriage to be
enried. If your marriage ends (by death
of your spouse or divorce) then you can
have your annuity re-computed to
eliminate the reduction for survivor's
benefit. This can be done the month
following the end of your marriage.
HEARTUNE: Can arrangements for
burial in a national cemetery be made
Prior to a veteran's death? B. F.
A: No. Burial arrangements can be
made by relatives or friends of the
veteran at the time of death. They
should contact the superintendent of the




As a service to our readers, The
Murray . Ledger A Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected-
--- -representatives serving our area .
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the*
con%ressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddled:an
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
-20010
Sea. Wendell H. Ferd
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carrell Hubbaed, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bids, _
Washington, 0. C 20515
STATE LEVEL •
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly 13 in session by dialing t-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the ,State Capitol Building, •
Frankfort, • Ky 46601 Home
-iutdrassas-.41. at 5 I • 




him to death. They rushed Stephen out of the city to , 30 Years Ago ' -- administer capital punishment by 'The guys may tuii.re the germ of an 
Robert Carlton, winner of the Ken- -idea that could eventually- lead to the It was 
the eastmil of the Sanhedrin tn— stoning hid. At they pelted him withallow an aceUsed person to plead guilty stones, he primed and committed his tucky state Oratorical Contest, went -end al wars se we know ......:____thuRathe. - or not guilty, and then.to speak in his - soul into •-t&- keeoing - of Christ:• into the finals in the Men's oratiry -.
mitil aiifracti"i• the c°34-11-1111°L7 own defense. The presiding officer.
Evidently the first stones struck him . Division of the Southern Speech .dintey a nation, then rebuild it after Caiaphas the high priest. asked Stephen'
while he was standing. As, they con- Tournament held at Nashville, Tn. He -
pm- Illirm ertever
how he would plead in reply to the three 'was one of six out of 45 entries to go into ,--tinued to strike-him he struggled to' hish that everrme liarges of blasphemy. His reply Was knees — - • - . - - the finals, according to Prof. J. Albertshouklae able to have his ovm bazooka. and prayed for those who were
But, (sins' ider the savings; Say fora sillr ciaaphes: out it did rev"1 StePhen's this sin to their charge." His attitude,
not a -diree answer to the question bf - 
taking his life,- saying,---Lord, ley not ThicYr
State 
Caprlleogfei,sor of speech at Murray
like Vietnam, if it had been fought on if attutude toward God, the _temple, and
like that of Christ on the cross, was oneanger scale than the New _Orleans th mosaic taw Ann Miller interpretative reading; .•
. of pity, love; and forgiveness. After 
junior high, and 'Gerald Dunaway,wars, but with BB weaponry.
With BB wars, the Israelis could •When cre cannot meet an arguement extemporaneous speaking, both of -living beautifully, with unshaken
make all the forays into Lebanon they or explain his conduct, he frequently courage; sweet comPosure, genuine LY.nn Grove High School, placed
care for. The Palestinians couA make resorts to anger. Such as the reaction of faith, real concern, and fervent love superior in the annual Speech Festival •
all the raids they wanted into Israel. Stephen's enemies when he delivered Stephen died bravely in the very prime held at Murray State College.
Under my Let's Fight a War With his masterful address- and exposed-7;-ed his useferness. Or. Rainey T. Wells of Murray will__ •
BBs Plan, dictators could del are war their sins- They became so violent that; One of the spectators who seemed to be-featured speaker on the Layman's .
anytime they take a notion There'd be they rushed on Stephen and tried to tear be pleased very much wall the pitiless League program during Community
no ravage villages, no displaced per- him to Pieces. fury of the mob was Saul tTarsus. He Week at Paris, Tn.
SOrls. - Ignoring the false charges which they guarded the cloaks of those who Mrs. Johnnie-- Walker is the new
It would, take an international had made against him. Stephen had assaulted Stephen. By his presence, president of the Kidisey Parent-
'meeting of the minds, but the diplomats, begun his speech with a reference to the silence, and willingness to guard the 'IV-ocher Association.
could work out _the rules and -lime when Abraham was called from - garments of the murderers, Saul gave Eli Alexander, John P. Butterworth,
yesalations governing International gn.-__Iir_imill_theitime when he settled in. his hearty approVilk-40- ltdanIS, Harry Smith, J94 Pat
Warfare. But, generally BBs could be Hackett, Clad Stewart, George Robert
apportioned- roughly comparable- to, -a
country's existing defense capabilities.
Obviously, the United States and
Russia would have the larrena number
of BBs, plus the more sophisticated BB
weapons.
U. S. and Russian diplomats could
continue with their Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks and keep accusing
each _other of fudging on the SALT
agreement': tiut in this ' case, the U.S.
could only be accused of stashing away
a few extra BBs.
Under International BB Warfare
when one nation becomes so upset with
another that war is the only recourse, a
special committee would supervise the
BB wars. A BB War Package, depen-
ding on the size of the countries in-
volved would come complete with
battle,' "kills," refugees, and ex-
tensive press coverage. Both the U. S.
and U. S. S. R wotild supply enough BBs
to keep the war going.
International BB Warfare rules
would govern the winner of the war.
The BB truce signing could then be
followed by terrorist attacks and still
later, peace iniatives from both
warring countries.
I took the idea of BB warfare to Dr
Fineus F. Finderbender, with whom I
often consult on more serious topics for
this column.
"Your idea, although simplistic, is
rather novel. It certainly has its merits
in saving lives," FInderbender said.
"Sure," I said, "BB warfare Smile
- resuft I , glbstantial savings in fighting
the average war, eripecially for
American taxpayers, who pay for most
.01 the collisions between countries," I
explained. "DalVou think I should call
WA Defense Department about my
64111?"
- "1 think not. You forget the axiom of
. defense thinking today, the -rule that
governs all defense appropriptious for
weapons "ad warfare," Pinder!). ender 
citlei..-
Allbritten, Robert G. Jeffrey, Harold
Miller, and David Outland are -ten
lettermen returned next year on the
football squad at Murray High School,
according to Ty Holland, coach.
Today In Histor)
By The Associated Press .
Today is Friday, April 21, the 11101 2.
day of 1978. There are 254 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1509, Henry VIII
became king of England, on the death
of Henry the VII.
On this date: .
In 753 B.C., tradition has it that Rome
feelings in the citizen who has t
-At 8:55 A. M en Wednesday morning 
;
,_ o pay to was founded by Romulus. 3- clear, cool, sunny sawing day in April -dump his refuse; these feelings are In 1832, the Black HaWk Indian War.._ City government received a call that
a truck had overturned on Highway 94 
directed at the city, because the citizen began along the upper Mississippi.
never realizes that if the city did not In 1836, Texans led by Gen. SamEast, and the driver was trapped within
the wreckage" Immediately, the Fire 
have the operation his only alternative Houston defeated a Mexicairforce in
Depailment_was called. into action for 
would be the road ditch. This alter- the Battle of San Jacinto, assuring the
native is chosen anyway by a great independence of Texas. sutilization of the emergencey van many people, because they don't want In 1954, U.S. Air Force planes beganequipped with a "jaws-otaife" tool
designed for extraction of people from 
to pay the charge, or don't want to haul flying French troops from France to
wrecked vehicles. The emergency van 
their refuse the necessary distance for Indochina to bolster the precarious \
proper disposal. , French position at Dien Bien Phu. /and driver were at the Murray Our Sanitation Department 13 In 1966, surgeons in Houston, Tex..Insurance Agency on South 12th Str‘et
when he received tbe radio message be 
studying the problem in terms of what 
heart in 
first implant Ot an artificial
can done to alleviate the county 
art a a 
human. from City Hall. Thirty-five seconds problem; and, hopefully, we can come In 1967, the Greek army selater the van reached City alw10 Vp with some su.tgested Solutions . control-of the government in Athil- -three firemen jumped, into itlYistaien --before much more time has elapsed:: -----and set up military rule.
-Palestine, in fulfillment of God's Wmartyrdom. This scene was implanted
-promise. In reviewing the salient
features of the history of Israel,
Stephen discussed the careers of the
patriarchs from Abraham to Moses,
while those in his audience listened
indelibly upon Saul's mind. His voice in
prayer never ceased to echo in Saul's
ears. Of this incident Augustine said,
"If Stephen had not prayed, the church
would not have had Paul."
'Sitting At The Ma) or's Desk
County Garbage
ickup Cooperation
door of the van while it rolled by. With
siren screaming, the emergency
vehicle sped out of town to save the life
of yet another victim trapped, in the
- wreckage of a highway accident. ,
Some or us at aty Hall wish our
county government (yes, "our,"
cause everyone in the city also pays
county taxes) would be es cooperative
In developing some means of garbage suffered another tragedy with a family - _Guinea abstaining. "and trash disposal for couhty reaidents . 0( .fatberlerei children left to survive. 7:Oneyear ago: Prime Ministereasmert7enc(!yty rheLuel beefnor incoftinturnyishinacg.
8b1Th ght assumed emergency powers and- Me
Zulfikar All Bhutto of Pakistan
cidents, and in furnishing the only o i 
•It sketieffre*41--dismek-sitt-rraltelibt----  in a crackdown on apporienta trying to
=7'7_ __••-., _
..!•And:wilid la bait': • *away or city: residents, We reEret- '8 ' 'MCC% his reslgoadon."The vrorth of a defense weapoo 5' having to chanre county citizens for dae 
seek judgmen• t, Today's birthdiije Queen c un Elizabeth- "Learn to dw ▪ well; directly proportional to the expenee of of this landfil, but since 'county relieve !Pie opptessed, judge the of Britain of 52 years old. Actor
1
Madefteld, My 42066 producing and maintaining it." government has se far not entered into
Rep. Kenneth C Imes ; 'I don't understand," I said, puzzled the operation, we have no choice but to
201 S. 3rd Street "The • Defense DePartrnent wou11 Lay the burden of handling the tel use of
Murray. Ky. 42071 never accept BB Warfare. BBs are to• the county citizen directly 0  the%., 0,---gbeisp.v ,  4gievi. Unfortunately; this-causes Ill
1
Refuse pickup and disposal aside, I
am glad to relate that the Fire
Departroent personnel were successful
extracting the driver of the truck who
is, as 1 write this column, resting in
satisfactori condition in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. If these
firemen and equipment had not been .
available, we would perhaps MVO
fatherless, plead for the widpw."
Isaiah 1:17 .
. Unless enc.% cwrional - faith iss,upi
Pn geod 'Wolk* and (octal concern, fr".
I legitimate to quectton touch a faith
Ten years ago: North Vietnam
charged that the United States was
blocking any Vietnamese peace talks
by its stand on where the talks should
take place.
Five years ago: The United Nations
Security Council condemned Israeli
anilitary attacks in Lebanon, with the
U.S the Soviet Union, China and
Anthony Quinn is 63
Thought for today: Misfortune*
always come In by the dour that ha
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Easy to operate mower
with 20-inch cutting edge,













at head and feet . .
72e nhct h 
tubular 
wit light-







  PICKET FENCE. . . with Cape 
---_ -
Cod traditional design. . .
--- each
9,inch pickets with 16" stakes; 38-inch Ong sections. Ideal to
accent flowers, White
'',Y?'• •,', •
Use in cars, trucks, trac•
tors, (besets, boats, mowers
or motorcycles 15-fluid oz.
' -,:.VAPTM414.AkV;1"1. •
By KEN RAPPOPORT
-• AP Sports Writer
• -7--1Wocrsweet it wastprtgetfgW
Jackson.
Returning for the first time
tO the scene of his greatest
personal triumph, the New
York Yankee slugger
delivered -nn his first at-bat
and triggered a shower of
candy bars at .Yankee
Stadium Thursday.
"I didn't want anyoneioget
NA in, the head," said Jackson,:
"but I knew it was a gesture of
appreciation."
Hundreds in the crowd of
44.667 who had received the
. candy bars as.an Opening Day
gift pitched them on the field
_ _ tollo_wing__Jackstes_ three-run
homer in the first inning that
got -the defending World,






his" a. three appearances in
- 4st October's sixth-pine
dorsed by Jackson and eallea into the left field bleachers.
"Reggie!" bars, forced a Reds 7, Giants 6
-delay of five -Rick iluftbacts's pinch-hit
In other American League double with one out in the 13th
games, the California Angels inning scored Ray Knight
edged the Minnesota Twins 1.0 from first base, providing
in 11 innings and the Oakland Cincinnati with its winning
A's turned back the Seattle run over San Francisco. With
Mariners 3-1. In limited one out, Knight drew a walk
National League action, the from John Curtis and raced
Cincinnati Reds nipped the home when Auerbach doubled
San Francisco Giants 7-6 in 13 to the left field wall on his fir*
If Tony Threatt doesn't beat a team with his bat, there's a
good chance he will do it with hisglove.
A 6-foot-1 sophomore from Paducah, Ky., rThread curren-
tly leads hiS20-13 Murray-State University baseball team in
innings.- aid the St..i_Loilis swing of this Sellarin•   home rims 441 while hittin-g at a .279 clip.
Cardinals OPPPetkAbe littr Cardinals 6• Plrates-57- *- _. And even . when he stumbled early in the season, getting .
sbergh Pirates 6-5. Ted Simmons and -KiRth- only 5 hits in 36 at bats in Murray's eight-game season opener
Assets 1, Twine - Hernandez smashod,...rear. in HawaT, his play in centerfieid was a key factor in the
inJtheoe Rboudittoms one-out ithehomriu: fscirstoringinninogu aned_s in awce 'Breds domination of the University of Hawaii.
r' --Marra won three offour fromthe Rainbows, and in two
ningo bar head of a cure bone two more in those wins, Threatt made Catches to kill potential big inninks
few; carried California over third, helping St. Louis beat for Hawaii. The 'Breds took a-44 decisionia the opener, and
minnescoo in agamein which .Pit g_ ) --Threatt matte a diving catch early in the Inning, then doubled
Angels' starter Nolan Ryan scored all their runs off Bert up the runner at first. Later in the game, he grabbed a blast
struck out 12 and allowed four Blyle.ven, who was cuffed for cleeP.CentediditaZtOWillOthote threat
IliTsih the first 10 innings. elgllthlItallTStllmllflgs In the two teams' last meeting, a 2-0 Murray win, his
A's I. Mariners 1
-1119.4initeherSteviThiAel Unive •t 
- -
ted-* to lead Murray to a 7-1 will. lhei quite a per-
Long, named Thursday, Israltance for -someone who found the pitChing in collegeopenings the ninth. Mario-
Gary Alexander' two-run New Head Cod 
• shoestring Catch leading off an inning again killed Rainbow '
s . . hopes. . ._ _-
homer in the ninth inning TEmpz, AttL (Ap).. Paul . Since that slow start at the plate, Threatt has hit .353 asid
propelled Oakland over
,,;:„.,_,.-----bang; 34, has been appointed been a mainstay in the outfield. .Seattle. Alenander'n._.Ituilk-Obio-Valley Conference-game with-Awain Peaykist-y
his sece the season, came--Aniskethell-Ask-Ativeaa--Stat wppk ireatOrAed two boinertins, -good far-four isaw-hat- -
By ALEX SACHARK
AP/omits Writer
.The New York Knicks and
Milwaukee Bucks, also-rans a
year ago, aim to wait) up their
National Basketball
Association first-round playoff
series at home tonight, while
the Washington Bullets and
Seattle SuperSonics try to
close out their series on the
road.
"If we pla3r-like we did in the
opener, we'll be' tough to
beat," said Knicks Coach
Willis Reed, whose club came





terpart, Bill Fitch, agrees.
"I  -was worried-about
something like this," he said.
',Everyone around the league
will tell you the same thing: If
the Knicks. play together and
rsi y. -World Series victory over the ,..who had walked Steve Staggs
Los Angeles Dodgers.
_ . The flood of calidiTzars,
- snitch incidental)y are en-
Laida eiito*y, who somewhat different than that in junior college.
Guerrer8 sacrificed,-Aboo____-1/_nceeeds "The pitchers threw lust as hard in junior- college," saidreS Tle4-7
ASielander.-alit bomertNp-
- Long has-heen- a graduate_ Threatt, "big on this level they work the corners much bet-
assistant to men's. coach Ned ter. You don't get nearly as many good pitches to hit."
shoot well, they're tough. And
,they; played .to,g,e‘ther.;.. they
looked like they'd been
together five years."
And they shot well, 61
percent to be exact, Bob
McAdoo leading the way with
41 points on 17 for 25 from the
field. What's more, tonight
they'll have the home-court
advantage.
Besides Cleveland at NeW
York; tonight's schedule also
lists the Phoenix Suns at
Milwaukee Bucks, the
Washington Bullets at Atlanta
Hawks and the Seattle
SuperSonics at Los- Angeles
La_kors, the latter on national
ricIlkiliallp.m.EsTy.  -
Milwaukee -Coach Don
Nelson, whose club had the
worst -rec-ord
Conference last season, had
listed making the playoffs as
his team's primary goal this
season. But now that the
Other Clubs Would
Bucks are there, Nelson sees
no reason why thttican't keep
on going, especially after they
opened with a 111-103 win over
the Phoenix Suns at Phoenix.
"There's nothing very
cemplicated about the
playoffs," said Nelson, who
played in 150 playoff games as
a member of the Boston
'Celtics. "You have to play
hard, play .well, do all the little
things and take advantage of
situations as they come _up.
It's just execution and hard
play-Its no big secfet."
If that's the ease, the
Atlanta Hawks should have a
chance at evening their series
against the Washington
BOeb at -home tonight, after
losing the 'opener 103-94 at
Wastaril-JAIKIPTer.s2d4- _
--13--ut the -Bank !tom
than hold their- own u far as
muscle is concerned, with big
men like Wes Unseld, Elvin
Hayes, Miteh Kupchak and -
_ Greg Ballarit-W-sweep the -•
cis the--big-
difference -in- the series
opener, and that's what
Washington is counting on to
- -
Wulk. -W-Tplayed college The Paducithrommunity College transfer, besides his .420 MILWAUKEE • (AP) - Cecil Cooper. ' e " °
basketball at Virginia Tech
and Wake Forest and later
w v_ail_ith De„trolt and Buffalo
in the National Basketball
W L Pet.' GB. W L Pet. GB. Association,
SLou 4 . 2- — • 5 1.000 -
NY , 4 3- .571 % Detr 4 1 .067 1
Cbi 3 3 .500 1- Clev 2 2 .500-2 42
Phil 2 2 .500 1 Bost 2 3' .400 3
Mont 2 3. 400 1,4i NY 2 333 
- Pitt 2 4 333 2 Toro 1 4 .200 4
West Bait 0 5 .000 5
Ciao 6 1 857 - "West
LA 4 2 667 Cal - 5 2 .714 -
SF ran 3 3 500 Oalti 5 2 714 -
-Spieg 2 -3 .400 "3 KC 3 .1 .7155 L2 NEW YORK (AP) - "The the first time in 12 years
flous • 2 5 ,__As ,4- . 2 - .M7 Hall cif Fame is charity - it's Along with Mickey Mantle,
ditla 1 4 .200 4 Minn 4 5 444 2 something they give you and the other member of the
Thursdays Games Tex 2 400 2 not something you necessarilY, dreaded "M81111" power
Cincinnati7, San Francisco 6, Seat 2 earn," said an embittered Aandem of the 1960s, Maria
average a p&sixhomeeenterunaatidPCC.la tlso was4-0 lisa to tpitcher.ry
He had 34 strikeouts and allowed only 10 earned runs.
I enjoy 
n laying rfie, arvi tha I 
would
pitching here some before graduating," Threatt said. "kg WT
is really tough to do both. Pitching is a full-time job."
What to do with shOrtstops The play, not unlike a --playoff favori
Paul Molitor and Robin Yount basketball player hurtling out road tonight.
 - if and when Yount plays of hounds to flip the. ball back Los Angeles was more
personnel problem in the three steps. • .-
play, but the-runner by fulnerable usuaTat home
• this season, losing 12 times.
agal-ii-7---Tsn't the only pleasant into
Maris ays He., 11 _Rm.
who may be the slickest Sakata, 24. "I take pride in my--
berger also has L,enn Sakata, and that pleases me," said
Manager George Barn- paid me about my defense, thinks his club can turn the
"I've had good compliments But Lakers Coach Jerry West
Sonics series around tonight__
"If we play them as well
, _ .. .:s - - MilwaukeeBritiers' infield.- --. . .
, . . fielding second baseman in defense. But people tend to 
oPhpeydsincagllygamase, wewdiedll in the
- . - ' the American League. _ overlook siiher things. Some .
"Whea,-4--sleoide to piag--psople-thinit I can't hit. First said WesL2.-`Anci if we win inarn'Sabath regularly, he'll be the Impressions are la#ing ones." chanceaLos 4flginelesSeatitleISunlidakey.,our
. . All-Star second baseman, and Always a solid minor league
belt-be the- All-Star second hitter, Sakata bettetl-only .162 i. ._
all my desire to play. I went
out and tried. It was no use. I
was. washed out. The
dedication just wasn't there."
To loispf desire was added
---seman -kir 10 • years," in 154 time-a-it bat after the BOWLING
TOWSON, Md. - Butch
Soper moved into first place in
the $75,000 Fair Lanes. Open
with a fourth round score of
Bamberger said. "But I'm not
going to do that until I decide
it's best for the club."-
Sakata now plays against
Brewers called him up front
Spokane last July.
Currently' going with the
. 13 innings Thursday's Games ' Roger Mans. "I'm not one to drew a tumultuous ovation physical injury. In 1965, Mans left-handed pitching, with bon pitch much better than last 1,725 points. Soper now holds a
St. Louis 6, Pittsburgh 5 New York 4. Chicago 2 ask for charity. ' and, with his Hall of Fame suffered a broken right hand Money at third base and Sal season, Sakati has five hits in 52-pin lead over Ed DiTolla,
 iinly_games scheduled - Calderas 1, Minnesota 0,-U- '..- ------;:- . • • - the third round leader. -
F
-
riday's Games • innings 
-4earonuite, strolled-Tie-- the and -lost strength in his last . Bond° the designated hitter. 12 times at-bat. After an error
That easily is the best by Graig Nettles Wednesday,• . - "I'm going to be in there pitcher's mound while irtigie two fingers. He was traded'
--7-Pittsburtrtfteusst10/ sitCW s 'Oakland 3, Seattle I- ---- defensive combination, but Saida singled off ace relief,'-SIM day- If the writers keep -of his historic 61st home run the St. Louis CaidinsaW
cago Fryman O-) •
- !Vey* Yorlit rZactulr 1-0) at
Montreal May 0-0)
Atlanta !Ruthven 0-1 at Los
Angeles (John 1-0
Philadelphia Christenson 1-
0.) at St. LoidiTtAttell 0-0), In)
Cincinnati '.Hume 1-0) at
Houston Andujar 0-1), (a) -
San Francisco Barr 1- 0). at
San Diego Perry 0-01, (n)
Saturday's Games
New York at Montreal
Pittsburgh at Chicago
- Philadelphia at St. Louis
Cincinnati at Houston, (a)
-Atlanta at Los Angeles, (71)
• San Francisco at San Diego
in
Sunday's Games
'New York at Montreal
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Cincinnati at Houston
Atlanta at Los Angeles • -








Detroit Slaton 0-1 at To-
ronto I Garvin 1-0)
Milwaukee (Sorenson 1-0) at
Baltimore D.Martinez 0-11
Texas ( Alexander 0-1 ) at Bos-
ton Eckersley 0-0)
Seattle.. ( House 0-1 ) at Min-
nesota ( Zahn 0-0 )
Cleveland Wise 0-1) at Kan-
sasCity Splittorff 1-0), (a) -
California (Knapp 1-0) at
Oakland (Wirth 0-1), (n)








Cleveland at Kansas City, in)
Sunday's Games
Seattle et.Minnesota, 2
. Detroit at Toronto
. Milwaukee at Baltimore, 2
. • Chicago at New York
Texas at Boston
Cleveland at Kansas City
California at Oakland
•
-14 astandarnize bed is what you
want or. need. Mazda has a 8180Q
for you 8'3" bed, same spacious
interior as the 81800. Long Bed,
full-size seat. and a whole lot of
other features, including the Ones-
below Come.in today! -
• Tough 1800cc 4-cylinder. piston '
p engine
• 5•-speed optional
• Front disc brakes
• Gonvenient center-lift tailgate
-system
• Comfortable. 'spacious cab .
• Comfortable seat back angle
• Full-size seats
800 Chestnut
tennis team upped its season
record to 15-6 with a 9-0 win at
Tennessee Tech Thursday.
The Racers will play
Western Kentucky here in a 2
p.m. OVC match Saturday
then Tuesday, Southeast
Missouri is here for a 10:30
a.m. match.
Tennis fans will want to
make this note: The Racers
will host Kentucky to a dual
match at 8 p.m. Thursday and
Ithere should be some fine
tennis in store for those who
-• like to match the game.
rpqm
• lOciePendent double-wishbone
' type suspension in front tea1111
Coil springs)
• Heavy-duty heater and
defroster
• Tinted glass
• ,o)nd lois more
'The m.wpage fpures imp EPA eiMmates
billimd On -00tronal 5.000211,11n4nioNson
.your rmitpayi may very deeend.ng carnovr
and where riPu Of iv* yOu,t,uck fieondotoon,
and krottOnir litluiernosit
me out, there are other ways."
Crew-cut, - tanned, young-
looking but 30 pounds heavier
than when he set one of
'iaseball's most cherished
records with 61 home runs in
1961, Mans returned to






Instead of hoisting hh in a
sptfere of baseball respect and
immortality, it was a Woe
that turned the fine out-
fielder's career from sweet
honey into-sour milk.
"Before I broke it, Babe
Ruth's record of 60 home runs
was the one that everybody




The Murray state Racer nothing.
-Writers began saying
derogatory things aboutme. It
was as if I hap defiled some
institution. They made my life
hell."
• Maria came to the Yankees
from Kansas City in 1960, and,
although he played side-by-
side with Mantle, he became
the American League's most
valuable player in 1960 and
1961 For three years, through
1962, he had 100 or more runs
batted in each season.
"I had back trouble and
played in only 90 games in
1963," he recalled. "Still, I hit
n homers and batted in 53
runs.-
In the years imrnediatgy
following his halcyon 1961
season, Maria said he was the
victim of untold abuse, par-
ticularly from two syndicated
New 'York columnists who
nailed him every chance they
got.
"Baseball got to be no fun
for me in New York," he said.
"But I managed. It was when I
started getting lambasted in
all the other parks around the
league - you name them
that I found I couldn't take it
any longer
They were years of




Jimmy Gallardo of Spain shot
a 6-under-par 67, 1 stroke off
the course record, tying
Britain's Mark James for the
halfway lead in the Por-
tuguese Open Golf Tour-
nament
•
Gallarcio had five birdies
enbiliee„ i'iliseentfround,
.en route to a 144 total. James,
• meanwhile, scored his second
straight 72.
South African John Bland.
the first-round leader,














































. was a fastball hitter, he
recalled. 41 managEirte hang
on while they were feeding me
the curving and tricky stuff
but when they found out I
couldn't hit the fastball
anymore, I knew time was
out."
Mans quit after the 1968
season 3nd retired ,,, to
-Gainesville, Fla., where he
now operates a thriving beer
1.r Sew-, •••
against right-handed pitching,
Money plays second and
Bando third, with Sakata on
the bench. That's because
Bamberger has as his
alternate DH Ben Ogilvie, who
hit-21 homers for Detroit last
year. The Brewers, off to a 5-0
start, clearly have their
greatest depth ever.
In the opening series against
Baltimore, Sakata sprinted to
about 20 feet frotn first base
and dived to glove a ground
ball. Somersaulting on his
pitcher Rich Gossage to set up
Money's game-winning two-
run double against the New
York Yankees. ,
Sakata is worried that he
may be farmed out if Yount,
on the disabled list with foot
and elbow injuries, decides to




Sakata won't see Spokane'
again unles,s he flies over it on
his way home from Milwaukee
after the-season.
i Savings a Loon Association
1300 Johnson Blvd. ----- 159f-I 234. I
All accounts are insured up le S40.000 andassbook Saving interest is sompounded daily from date of
514% 
di... to date of withdrawal. Passbook ac-
counts may add to or witiskew at my time.
Certificates require $1,111.10 AWL
• Dividends may be eillikiitilidlib ow-
terly, semi-annually,' MN* es Ihe
depositor may choose. '
5.39% Effective
Annual Yield










--WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P 0. Box 1309
601 E 14th Si
owensboro, Ky 42301








5.92% Effective Annual Yield
MO Minima§ Deposit •
(Substantial Penally 'Or Early Withdrawal of Cirtificates)









































































Coach Pat Kelly motioned
towards the locker rpom,
where his Colorado Rockies
removed their uniforms for
the final time this National
Hockey League season.
"There's no shame in that
room there," he said.
"Nineteen guys worked their
heads off and Philadelphia
didn't just push us aside. They
had to work for if.'
The Flyers worked for their
3-1 triumph over Kelly's
charges Thursday night and
moved into. the Stanley Cup
playoff quarter-finals.
"It was a real good series,"
sat& Philadelphia center'
Bobby Clarke. We played
well didn't giye up many
scoring chances, and. that
helpe."
ithsewhere, Don Murdoch's-
goal at. 1,437 of overtime









Ringers past the Buffalo
Sabres 44 and forced a
deciding game Saturday night
in the teams' best-of-three set,
But _two.
matchups were decided. The -
Detroit Red Wings eliminated
the Atlanta Flames 3-2 on Bill.
lAwhead'S goal with 1:34
remaining and the Toronto
Maple Leafs ousted the Lai
Angeles Kings 4-0 behind Mike
Palmateer's shutout
goaltending and a solid per-
formance by center 41arri1
Sittler. - -
The Flyers gave up just --
three goals in sweeping the'
best-of three series, permitting
two - in Tuesday night's
opening 3-2 overttme
and one in Thursday night's
clincher.
Philadelphia's Reggie
Leach and Colorado's p0111118
Owchar had traded first-
period goals. The game Stood
at 1-1 until the third period,
when -the Flyers outshot the -
Rockies 20-4 and got goals
 - from Don Saleaahesid -Bob Illt MINI•••-----illeilsertfiregir
 _Kelly - -7,4•1 WitlrliitiNnarier,1111110FICOWrs RaCer'fiethell - -Mel Bridgman set up both.- --agingiaw-mairapaskw OW ova yards as a warthird-period goals for ai glom Wilk went 60 yards for s 10 lbs first ewe he,Philadelphia, which outshot teethed dmi-hdi ie tlie :crummy,
_ 
CERMLFMMiaiii_kelP*01")gape and 45-17 on Thursday_
Colorado 44-18 in "the opening
 - Rangers 4, Sabres 3
Murdoch's tally capped a
wacky overtime in which each
team had a goal disallowed.
Put. Rickey._who had-
earlier, had his apparent tally
disqualified just 50 seconds
into the extra session When
referee John McCauley_
overruled the goal judge and
decided the puck never and.
tered the net.
. _
Credit television with a big Racers itumung Attack Too-
assist On Lochead's goal, his
second of the third period.
"I was tired at the faceoff;"
said the left wins. was so
tired that if we hadn't gotten
that TV commercial I would
have pulled myself out. The
break for advertising gave me
the wind to make that rush."
Red Wings 3, Flames 2
--
Sittler scored a-goal and set
up two others, backinstarting
the Kings' vacation.
-We've never put two
games together like this
before this year," said
Toronto Coach Roger Neilson.
"They've never been up like
this before."
TENNIS
MONTE CARIA - Tomas
Smid, Czechoslovakia's No. 2
player, upset fourth-seeded
Manuel Orantes of Spain 3-6,6-
2, 6-2 in the quarter-finals of a
$175,000 World Championship
T-ennts tournament.  
Smid will meet either
Corrado Barazzutti-of -Italy or
his rountryman, Adriano
We handle o complete line of Yamaha occessorlet
Town & Country Yamaha, Ltd.
1 Mile Oni On 94 E.
' 
MwTaI IstiLef_s_ NA_Mtn- believers in the old runners moved up to second
la the- meantime, -the-ether
baseball saying ''it's never too and third then John Denhamlate."
rifled a murderous shot overWith two out in the top of the the bag at second and twoseventh inning, the Tigers had more runs scored, giving thenobody on base and were Tigers a 7-5 lead.trailing Marshall County 5-3 Tiger starter Thomaswhen the Marshals decided to Kendall, who gave up just fourforsake with the keystone hits while Canning 10 andcombination and go with walking two, allowed a singlekeystone comedy.- to start the Marshall CountyThe result was a couple of half of the seventh.glaring errors and a Murray-
High win, giving the Tigers a aeTaliythrloreeci:nrne:dinownandinsetordtheer
SWIR on the day as they to get the save and preserveeRseirlidelarnhad.d won a 0-7 dame at Kendarg- tabi. -
M




comeback started when Bob
Thurman ripped a two-out 
error, double and a wild -pitch
. double then Brad-Taylor -wPre°du thnt up3•2 
the runs.
thru:sSecoMntTirasysingled for an RBI and Jerry Spann had an RBI singleMurrai High trailed 5-4. Then
carne the first gift. 
and Stan Routt drove in two
with a single.
Dean Cherry hit a roller
toward -seco





'with three unearned runs inthe third to take the 5-3 leadInstead, he stepped over -the- Until they blew it in thebag and that left runn seventh.first 
on
and second.
David Stripling came up andl 
lofted an innocent 
pop ny--on..„..Dehtt-nhoftini.Thathevin-gconthrteeset, wwhiitlhe
the first, base side of the in-___  and Taylor each hadheld. Marshall 'County first two hits.baseman Mike Vaughn moved
under the ball and somehow 
In the game at Reidlank*
senior righthander Bomanaged to drop it. 
_Thurman_ ran  intn  
_-cnntrob
°riwilt‘ wag-171 -Lre'rld-' problems in the first inningnever hesitated and showed hut then settled down and
fashioned hustle is in the game the e for the 9.7 win antk_will_ hest_  =lc.of baseball. Most filtifits. the Greyhounds.would have been jogging
around the paths, thinking the, 
Thurman scattered nine
hits, gave up three earnedball was going to be caught to _runs. -while walking-ant -andend the game. 
_whiffing six, -•But not Brad Wylor, When Thurman walked four.Vaughn picked up the ball, he batters in the first inning butAfter a rather impressive scrimmage Thursday night, the and Taylor were no more thanMurray State Racer football team will have a couple of days 
off before resuming the hitting Monday.
Perhaps the most impressive thing about the scrimmage
was the running,game. Former Murray High tailback Lin- run
they Hudspeth went 60 yards on the first play from scrim-
mage for a touchdown, one of two he scored on the evening.
The Racers also had some fine running from Danny tee
Johnson and defensively, the hitting looked pretty solid.
"The scrimmage pointed out a lot of areas for us that will-"-----'--
-give us an idea where we go the second 10 days;" said MS
head coach Mike Gottfried.
"The staff is very pleased with the intensity and en-
thusiasm displayed last-night. It was an all-put effort but one
with a lot of mistakes.
"Offensively; the thing that pleased us the most was the
speed and the break-away threat that was evident. We felt
good about the offensive line's blocking but there's a lot of
room for improvement. Overall, the .back play and the wide
receiver play was good. .
"There are some offensive areas we're.going to have to
strengthen before we're a good offensive -football team. We
have too many areas that need immediate or backup help.
"Defensively, we had a pretty fair effort. On thafIrst series
of downs, we felt ow people weren't ready to play defense,
isieither the first or second defense.
"It-took them a little longer to get wound up but once they
did, there was good play and the tackling was crisp. The
areas we broke down in were, the p#ss rushing and. 4141'
blocking up front for extra points and field goals. We had
some breaks in our schemes.
"The kicking game needs more consistency. We were a lit-
tle disappointed with that phase and we'll have to put more
stress on that over the final 10 days.
"We have almost 800 feet of film to break down anddind the
strengths and weaknesses we saw during the scrimmage.
The film should be of great value to us.
"Offensively, we will make some switches in our front and
we'll work more from the "I" than split backs. We were also
.pleased with the number of people who came out just for the
practice and we're hoping for good attendance at the Spring
game," Gottfried added..
The spring game-will be held May 4 and we'll have many
more details on that in the near future.
COMPLETED PASS -- 'Niger Rosh* fins e puss dewni,oirl
and the bell was wild by /off beaten. tusking, o senior
from Union County, loss nierod into the first-string quir-
terbech slot since lionvry of Mike Dichosa.
aritbatteeexta.outbraa—Headersou Clutot -to a-1
top of the third.. twinhiV today at Holland
Freshman Eddie Requarth Stadiin.
led off the inning with a single Next week, the Tigers are
and stole second then after one going to be quite busy with
out, David Mathis walked. seven games in five days. •
Thomas Kendall singled to On Monday, the Tigers are
score the first-run. then Bill at, Marshall County then
Wilson walked to fill the sacks. Tuesday Murray will host
Bob Thurman singled to aid Henry County to a pair at
his own cause and drive in a Holland Stadium. Fulton
rim then Taylor tied the game County is here for a single -2--
with a sacrifice fly. Dean -game Wednesday then. on'
Tigers 
p wCherry ufllo lowed with a two- •Thursday, MurrayHigh will
out, two-run single to put the play a twinighter with the first
_ game against Tilghman and -
Murray made-It -7-4--hrthe Abe 7 p.m. game against
fourth when nith -one out, ' Reidlend. Friday, Murray and
tpleiiidees 
choice and-
v Maethisreac  
came 
mae Calloway County play.
First Game
trotting around the paths Tigers
when Thomas Kendall un-
corked a homerun over the
fence in rightcenter. --
Reidland scored two in the
fourth and one in the fifth to
cut Murray's lead to 741_but
then in the top of the seventh, a!riptingy •  '  3
the Tigers added two big ta•wi°41. lb 
surance runs to wrap up the 
 
win.
After David Mathis walked .---
'Relifirtadl nYd 1 12_ r.-532-24 •
- 
1,0- start the seventh, Kendal-- --- _
After two were out,. Bob . vigowel- 
er-11-2 -reached one fielder's-choice. sendpa.p, 
Thurman singled for an RBI Taylor-3b, p 
and after stealing second, Cherry-lb 
8 1 •
Requarth-rtscered on a single by Taylor. striphnof
Reidland scored an ••=-c









just how important old---p hed we The Tigers are now 3-0 on
Totals
itcll over the rest of
10 feet apart and the throw to
home just missed the diving
Taylor who scored the tying
two of the three Reidland runs
came on an error of a
misjudged fly ball.
Murray got the lead for good
SPRING AIR SPRING Ail SPRiNGAiR SPRING AIR SPROIG AiR SPRING AiR
000 7414
0005 54-2
SPIZING AIR SPRING AiR
direct from Spring Air
when you buy a
Twin, Full or Queen Size set
dittact fkom Spring Air
when you buy an
Extra Value King Size set
when you buy a




Twin, Full. Queen or
King Size set
You'll be /Jolters sleeping 'Comfort ahead when you purchase a Spring Air Back
Suppoister Mattress and matching Foundation and receive your U 9-Sevings 'Bond direct . •,. t
from Spring Air. If you want civrability, sleeping ciiitifort and support plus value unlimited.
asi• the Spring Ats Seek Supporterg In Otir bedding department today.
sos.smalases.2—.., -----aormesanrwishr., evens.
Sprillg AltSlailpiinfqmifort •Marre—sa and Matching Spring
FoundalitiOn rotnli•
lletyvinifile--.
• • - •
202 So. 5th - Murray, Ky. - 753-4872a -- „.
S10006 AD WAG Air ANC, AIR SPRING lilliniNfr AO SRN% It.SoiNG sia smut ?MN& SIRING Al SPIlitiC, Ark SPRIN6Atil SiAltIG AI
• _ • .....,••••,,,..,••••••••,..







escalator in a .departaient more
whets a -saddler _stop sent her
sprawling. Badly bruised, sip
decided to claim damages fresn
the management. But in court the
.c.impany denied liability, telling
the judge:
"The escalator was in good
werldng order at the time- Shit is
°Barbs so proof that it was
_ .s.v •
PELTED BY HAIL-Scott •Sdiweiger, 7, holds examples of therbilitall that
struck Grand Island, Nefi. Stones even larger than those Scott's holding wilyeligygekgyll, ' 
owever, won case
y . ' invoking the_doctr* QL -res Ipsa ,
irliiiiiiiiii-7 71nquitur- the thing speaks . for
a.
...- _- ,,-_ _-_•`_ -.. -Itaeff." Even with no direct proof .
SCHOOL ,.. . . • . _ of fault, said the judge, the cii-
Lu ncH mEnu1 . . cumstances • themselves. argued• - -- - that, the mechanism had indaad. -slipped up Because an escalator serves
. - public the owner must take '
GUM* -Jeerer and Joann* • SON - fdondalk,---Srbequed----plate • with-- cottage einem • - . ibilit for . idents.mitlar.
- --itaFaies4004111111141104-ttirectonr---beef., potato salad;-blilled-linine Fab, applesauce,--Mbi;- the original )(installation. and .
. for tiFlirefisky- City. Sehools beans, cookies, Tuesday •- Thursday -- hamburgers, maintenance must take account of
and Calloway County Schools turkey and gravy, creamed pizza burgers, sausage and the unique hazards of- • moving
--10Allielioetr. • have- released••7-410010M----greell--- - -aeans• biscuiti, french frles,--8""rw -----7-- ___,---------= -,--:-




April 17 to 21 for the various _ Wednesday - taco saladLpptatogs, salad bar, cold slaw._ 
us for thi . autorniitt 
goes
icarly
lunchrooms of the schools. -- mexican beans, pineapple, combination salad, coconut wrong. Consider another cape:
They are-subject to occasional -- cake:, Thursday - ham-. _pie, mock ice cream: Friday -Jam. as • woman, 1Plib . stepping
change and are as follows: • burger, ,round • abouts - hamburgers. fried chicken, onto in escalator, she realized
- MURRAY•CffY peaches,. peanut 'biittet fish sandwich, tri-taters, that her timid little boy was hes-
-=tnooltio4- .Fiiday---:-fisli--sand..---green beam.. rum __,,tr _cab.;_j4t4PA, ReSCI4Pg.. back _V_-_haul
- corn dogs, loadeircheese; wich, beaps, slaW.Ssolde salad bar, gelatin, cold slaw. - and Pell. 
d. she lost her balanfe
Tuesday=-_ rhequed beef,   -cAuLowAr cotyport,...,-.-chess pie,- Sliced peaches., Hess-too- the victim sought
. pizza.;..._ Wednesday ' 
‘ 
' • rolls- . &magas from the management.
meatloaf, turkey and- gravy; C•MiLowAY ,f4GH • -- , • . • RucIllir coutt-turnad- her down,
. Thursday - tame, ravioli; 
Monday - hamburgers, . : EAST; NORTH, - , AND since her ow, impulsive imium
, Friday _ Hail sandwleb, beef - barbecue, lasagna, french - SOUTHWEST *- Monday - was what CHU9ed the accident.
stew. Hamburgers, hot dogs, fries, pork and beans, corn on, sausage and biscuit, In a third - case a man on an,14.4  _. v___ of cab, salad bar, _aatawsa, , ladr___bia. ckeyed_peakbabed applesi_.;PACRIAtilt WAS knOriced down when
 --fruits=od vegeta:1'Z'. Pear half --w 14ttst4b' ill -'-reld slaw-ca3kia;-tuesdaY - -1wwit.on-laan bumped hi}liitih coilleridad
Served daily: - - • _ 7 plesauce take. chocolate barbeeue-, baked beans, carrot later, in seeking damages, that the
MURRLY-i MIDDLE - pudding, french bread; stick 4, banana pudding: store should, Kaye had either -
11- 1y="grilled cheese -Or - -Tee-ad-at —hamburgers, Wednesdar—lasegner e0FR, attendants or warning signs- to
pizza. pimento cheese, french gelatin with fruit, french keep people with strollers off the'hamburger, cookie; Tuesday
fries. glazed carrots, green bread; Thursday - pizza, escalator. '- sloppy joe or pizza, cake: But the court decided this
Wednesday - spaghetti or peas. salad bar, combination tossed salad, peanut butter would be expecting too much from
salad, raw vegetable with dip, and cracker, fresh fruit;hamburger, french bread, the management. The court said a
cookie; Thursday - tacos or 'strawberry pie. cookie; Friday - soup, ,sandwicb, store may assume that shoppers_
pizza cookie; Friday Wednesday - hamburgers,. fruit, cake. Hamburgers will ;wen those witfriitrollers - will g o -: - - _
barbecued beefarbain burger, ravielo. hot ham and cheese be served Monday, Wed-- - 'bowls& bushiest, with
_ cake. :Fruits aixf_Tegetabies _ sdndsevirs Later tots, broizoli....atida- y, and Friday; and hot- atle anic6min°n murtesY•
 are- served dairy, .. - - eaaskrole, pinto beans,--salsid'- dogs on --T-uesdar and Thor -14--Paik-awrice-IWure w 
 CARTER AND ROBERT- WV, cold slaw, *AU trait sdaY• 
Aliallwria Bar Asaociation And
- the Kastoc;ky Bar Association.
Model 1281
• Electric Start, Transzutist-Orlse . 
• 36 Twin Blade Cut 
• 8.0 HP Briggs & Stratton Syuctorro-Balanald
Engine -----<7 - •
Imagine!
5-Pc. Herculon Living Room
Including Recliner for One Low Price!
--See-Rex For SpecPrices
On Ottiei
AMF Mowers And Tillers
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due -that ace -necessary to get
,--- this, -kind-.- of aid and the
thousands unon thousands of
FROM'-THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
Saving S40 Million in out to defraud the welfare -of Inspector General in the
taApeleell is a that
ifinutd--make everybody
happy. It means there is that
• much more money for our
schools or health services, or.




We • in Ken '
,government that







people involved. ; represe,
total - arrioinit-- of - money - paid_- For example, just one'of
fireprOgrains -- Aid to out: -ItteThreakelnim .of tfirakourwel
Families with Dependent Chil- error rate was,: 4,1 percent in,
payments to ineligible iiPPhc-dren (AFDC) - involves pay- •
anfs, 2:6 -percent in overpay- •then ts to aproicimately
. To hold down tlie num- -andoPaYmerits-That-ts to-say, - Johnson -grass one of the control, much of our land will experiencing the best offrandtdent t .Thesn• programs paid out-ifol-
lars in 6.7 percent of the cases 
most obndxious weeds in- have lost its usefullness within business profit from being'
must mtike sure that all a few years; and that is of burdened with cleanup of the• that shoold - not have-been fest:Mg farm land as wdli asapplicationt are Tticessed . • road rigt of ways and small concern and interest to all site," Riley said Thtu-sday;
system, log asIvioittalroc. Pvte llec.oprceq. newt-
on/. . desire- to relieve real nient. One new function put in
human suffering by trying to this office, in a Division for
get benefits to which the,' are _Special Investigations, is desig-
not entitled. - ned specifically to discover
. As a result okhese steps, and help prosecute fraud and
Kentuiiky's er rate in the abuse-in all oor _welfare and
AFDC program for the first six assistance programs. •
months of last year was a little f? , We will not shirk our
leg than half that. for the responsibility to care for „spy
stountry as a whole. Miring of our citizens .who cannot
-iliat-perioti,--Kentucky-litici-att-fadequatelY-lake.4;4re-of-lhehl-1
error .rate -of 14,5 percept of selves. But we do not intend
-'otir cases, compared with the to use, your tax dollars to
national average of nearly 23 support people who just don't
-perceni-.- want_ .
. in 'dolTir terms, intbireete- - . -
payments in Kentucky's
AFDtrprograrh as of last June
60,130UKentucky a 
:7-ghat-tem • - - - - • .
- -Finding these cheaters
really isn't -IC Simple  job,
Maxey Flats Future' Discussed •
PRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Tht. fuluee of lig_ 150-acre
Maxey Flats nuclear wage




of the Louisville firm that
operates the site.
'The state ordered the site
about 12 miles northeast of
Morehead, Ky4 closed last
Dec. 27 and cancelled a near-
/that agreement relieving
_Endear. Engineering Ca•--c4
financial liability for main-
ti
Teledyne Corp., also was —permanently &met( We have come to fruition at this thrie,” The state last Auguit—
,.
plants have been buried. at Conn refused to sign- the- a.
Maxey Flats since 1963:NECO 
"cleanup" work -continues, so will close.
agreement and Finance
-has operated the site under a Secretary Russell McClure 
-11intinues at the site. • monitoring for any further
Charles Hardin, chief of seepage, Hardin said.
tauung Maxey Flats. . state lease since it opened- later withdrew his signature.  essaor radiation  _control "Since- the issuance of the •
The -firm, the cost to Finance Department -branch, 'said NECo soon will order, things have been rather. • maintaining the site While counsel .Charles Wickliffe begin burying about 100.000 quiet - waiting on the end
ork Intoun
ordered by. Department Inc had--amso-stiaonasiesannrosaerwddet- warettted •striatt- amounts et -Hiunan Resources Secretary regard.."-  • , - - --Artribruster said NECo was-indioaetIve water outside thePeter Conn to bear the cost of The dkrussions primarily complying with Conn's order, burial trenches. Rain seeps"cleaning up" the site while are between- attorneys though NECo legally insists through the trenches andprohibiting further burial of representing NECo, DHR and that the Dec. 15, 1977, picks up radiation.
commercial radioactive the Kentucky Department of agreement with the Finance The water is collected and
wastes. . Finance and Administration. Department still is binding, evaporated, leaving theAbout 4.5 million -cubit net' The Finance Department Asked if NECo plans legal sludge residue.of low-level • radioactive negotiated an earlier
sources and atomic power "cleanup" of Max_eY F44s• -.availith1etruis."
action in response to the Hardin said about 660,000
said, "That avenue is still remain to be disposed of.
wastes from university agreement under which the closure order, Armbnister gallons of radioactive waterlaboratories, industrial state would have paid for
While the. cleanup work
with- great care.. Ilut_Taf the_---ra"17114-that-therfinielfltr' owners in cairofay Calloway-Ountains to become "They have expressed some
same -time, don'twant our
pjeraittinnt tjtx hg, • so time-
' consuming that. assistance is-
lurid up fur-a--fitarthat is-nr
-• dire need of it_ -
14-Y----Ing-JnoneY- when- 41e-Y- comity-. Because of the invoived- In the control interest in if some
should have in .5 percent of pr„ousgasitereatesrebithit b3 program,"-- Bureau arrapgernent main worked
theme-S. - reduced yeilds of corPe and its president said. out whereby the site may be
 -Thatr--,--T-peet;;;11.- legate ugliness wherever it -g,  -
last June contrasts to a the canoway county Farm-
We have tried to attack Kentucky eIr-or rate of 18.4 , Bureau, in cooperation with
pcmcnt in 1973. This ieducr-tile - problern from several the Ccounty ExTeion Service
• fronts at the same tithe-First,. ion in.:erred accounts for the and Vo-Ag programs in
_vf___41our_siste_Derertinew ' S40:".million7saving nnttsxCalloway County, is beginning
•--foLliiiman_Resources  has set money that 1 .mentioned is program to help people
up a quality _control unit to • earlier. - • control and hopefull eradicate
----7;.-takt-a closer 16AM-how cases The-coniParablenatinnal- it from our county, a 
Farm -
..-\., . are worked. • .. error rate- went from 18.41 
brektu_ official said. -
- The Johnson Grass .
'emphasis on 'particular areas last June. This means that 7t°gfa___,n1 ,Commdttee -7-13-L-.--- Carmon 
;
where a great many errors have Kentucky started ou str-ig—Stan- ecniii.)°3m 
of
- .. k. in the past--orwhote-11111Tworsc-than the' riat ional
I. •• •411....11
president of Calloway Farm •
Bureau.; Ted Howard, County. 
there is a sudden surge of -average afid now is signifiean- Agent; Johnnie Stockdale, full
claims arising from a single -tly bettei. I am proud of that time adult farmer teacher; •
underlying cause, such as high progress. -.:... . ' Jamie Pootil,Calloway County -•• .--
fuel costs at the present time. --Cantinuation-01-4hese... High • Vo.Ag••• Teacher; _mu
, We Xlso have improved established programs,. to re- Witt, Extension Week
the training for the employes duce our AFDC error !ate is Specialist, Ag Experiment
- who process welfare applica- expected •to save ui...about station, Princeton; Charlie
_7.1tions._ 40 they 011.1_41MMIL /M9_00 nYeaf or rtVre from Wyatt. Hutson Cham&cal 
• .. fewer  11-Fr-OtS- -themselves and now On. • __Company' and _Max and- Joe__.0,
----also fecogniii more easily
'tviteti Sertiforte is submitting
_an Inaccurate _or, fraudulent
claim. This might seerii like a
•1",
Ea,
In addition, errors Should Pat Hughes, local farmers.
be -reduced still further when -The committte said it hopes
' -the AFDC-program is linked-:-$O get all Calloway Countians
uptoacomputerizeddatallanK concerned about Johnson
.very soon. , grass control, keep them
Once this is done, case
workers will be able to get data
from a single source instead of
about 20 different master
files, as they must do now:ittS
obvious-•tiow---tauch--moie.
efficient this will be, and, how
much less' susceptible to error.
Once we get all our pay-outs-
on computer, then we can be
• .  sure the people who try to
Naffied'Offic° ei defraud us using another namedo- not get away with their
stealing. - •
Jane Rogers, coordinator of
cooperative and experiential
education at Murray State
University, has been elected
vice-president-president-elect
of the Cooperative Education
Association of Kentucky.
She was Selected in balloting
at the annual meeting of the
association, conducted jointly
with the Mideast Center for
Cooperative Education in 
t,ouisville April 5-7. Mrs.,
Rogers has also served the
association as secretary.-
treasurer and as legislative
chairperson.
Ron Carter of Prestonsburg
_ __Community. College was
elected president- and Connie
Morrow of Somerset Com-
munity College was elected
secretary-treasurer.
A recent move that has
helped_ us to improve our
efforts along this line was the
creation last fall of an Office
Informed about methods of
control, and encourage them •
to use control practices -
wherever and whenever
JOInson grass.appears.
To start the program,
demnrisTrItion plots sho
control methods will be set up -
on the Hughes' farm and in -
July interested persons will be .
invited to see how Johnson  1
grass can be cnntrolle,d. -
Tentative plane include free
lunch at the demonstration
site with a date to be an- -`•'
bounced.
'it is the belief of the
committee that unless
Johnson grass is kept under
NG OF VALUES
•
-basic step but, nevertheless, it
' is enes that hadn't been given
enough 'attention lirthe past.
Finally, we are now
-pursuing" more diligently
through the courts those
--alf-too-ficqoFnt Laaes in svlikir
some people intentionally set
Jane Rogers-
Travel Escorted Groups
6RAND TOR OF MEXICO -9 Days
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516 liolylaad Ton
I-800-251-1094 ,










Receive A Free Copy.01
--The Latest Croppte 'Fishing
Teduitque 
Located on Hwy. 68 on ionatkan Creek
Call or Write





The thing for Spring! Cool,
easy-care 100% 'polyester
short sleeve shirt, with
button placket front. White
only. Size 12 to 18.
generating no new revenue confirmed that negotiations of fattioaetive sludge _ivoidtr... a the negotiations,"
from burial fees apparently were taking place but • that has formed as a residue Hardin said. "I think that'shas become a financial drain, to elaborate.
has sekhdo.oic  ‘14,r__Itave hat. ,sont• from p _water evaporation the major thing gurybody is
process. waiting on preSenflf.-
state to-Permanently close discussions -end we have 
Maxey Flats and to let NECo certain matters under con-
withdraw, according to sideration, but there hasn't
Robert Riley, chief counsel for been any...final decision
the human.resourcesagena—either way," WickJitfesaid.
"Obviously NECo is not__ Lee Armbruster, corporate
counsel for NECo, in a
telephone interview from
Louisville, said, "We are in
the process of'discussing 'with
the state certain aspects of the
eventual Ottletairia of Mality-




DENIM UNS  
88
--Sty-144-•-jearts-w14-11--4-4cont
bison pockets, 2 wittrstabt;
1 bison back pocket, belt
loops,and orange contrast
ititch-ing. Sizes 8 to 18. 7





"Service Built Our 111141.118e_ ---
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE-USON A
NEW-011 tigEfteArt








Soft uppers with adjustable
instep strap. Cork wedge
heel and platform. Teens:
arid ladies' sizes to 10.
2-0Z. 
FLA-VOR-ICE
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Reference & Inspirational leaks




COM114e1 Tanil-1411 Sepik Samikee---
---ielaieWh---- • 
Radiator & &vtó1às SWAN
Soorlhers









g -,-, -111M713111h St
Carroll fire-Seriics
ROYAL: Your Uni-Royori The Derahai.
AYEllooktisit12111-1 •





-Quality Commercial Printing s
----- SOS Chestnut, Murray
753-2285
Steak
• & Pirus Nouse
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control





LW. WilHAM - MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky take State Park Ph. 474-2245
BetC/1"44
Now UMW Rose .
Try 12m1141.1sna OW pad Dom Samhviches


















- - - MarnineWorshio 1-1411ww:
Evening Worship
NORTNSID1 _
• Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship . 7:00 p.m.
NAIR IliPTIST -
Morning Wort fp itTitaln
Evening Worship 7:31I p.m.
Poruit smitoos
Morning Worship 11:0111.m.
Evening Worship 3O p.m
GRACE RAPTIST ' •
Sunday School • -I:45 a .ni7-
intrittrirwmship;10740-Em-
Everdpg Wort . 5:303-i00 p.m
12.000
Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Evening Worship 4:30 p.m.
1131111Sffuran
Morning Worship • • 11:00 a.m.












• %mobs, FOC -1-
Morrey 's Mist Coattplete Deportment Store
Stokes tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSET-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE







Wedneedayaighl - 7:0111p in Morelnigibeialle- --- - tiedlesam- riShrship Se*" Mile a in
tAf'TIST 01411101 
EveilingirlifiblP 1-93P'a • . INHIMITPISASANT GROVE monung .
IBMISANT VALLEY ' amiday Scheel 9:45 ;cm Evening 
- • 10110 a m
' 7:10 pin
11 00 a mSPRING MIK 
Sunday Schwa
Morning Worship 1! NIP. WorehtpService 11:00a.m '
attc..
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
avidity. Used Cars
Reasenably Priced





& Motor Sales, Inc.
Your Superior Muffler







9:311a.m. WET 1411110DIST.Simlille 7:1111p.m Of OIRIST Wardipiervies. • 10:45 a m. Worship I 45& 10-50a m.
NSW RROVINIOCT INN, SWAY 10 00
=boot
Service ' II ium. -Pit Warship
sew. A.M. Domini) 10 50
6:00 
ROWELS CIIAREL UNWID








- Morning Wardilp `1•10 aim
Evening Weft* 4:00 pm
tent MT. ONE russeosier
Morning Worship 11:1111a.m.










Ev.rung Worship Ili 0 pm.
SALIM BAPTIST ,
Marning Worship 11:0004.















This is the day which the Lord has made;
This ts the do, It hie,. the Lard him eivadel deo am „miek. End be
_ _ glad in it , ---
mairiing .es a•idt. 3 fr* osiouits.-"Tor-perstiyor amid ineeditatios. .4oh
Gots holp snaking ihe most ot ,t1sla Atilastasyls.ams opporkimity
. Mt memoisipikat •Onie small hug that might make thi.. *ark( a better pine
Teo limy of u• meet ea.+ has with ii reeling of dreied - another tr may,
fast Lune 6. gel through bi-id cans. Meta Gears betryeu ems change ,
difill-1499141 lio one oijov. 
rcmt-mbec Is;se dim GOil hiss makes


















Ie • is •, 
alitter:.4
Keel Purchase Tire
Tear Complete Tire Service Center




'Home of Qualify, Economy
8 Selections-
Open 7 Days 7 a.m. to 11 p.nt.i
Blackford buss
UnffnisheciFurniture
Gifts For All Qtcaslons
--
1804 Coldwater-11d. (121 Bypaaa)namet
1st Seeder • 2:1111pma.
3rd &today _ 10814611
Nano? sopa - - 
Sunday School WW1 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00a m
. Evening Service LW pin
COLD WATER •
Morning Services 11:00a m
Evening Serinces 6 00 p m
FAITI BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evenmit Worship 6 30 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning,Woirship 11 00 a m




. 10.00 a m





Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00, m,
ST. /OWN BAPTIST CNURC/1
mornioc-,roshi p , 10 45 a m
Slriday 9 7e a m
COISWATTI UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a Jrr 91 -8, bid
Sunday, 10.00 am 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 1E130 am. lath 2nd Sunday, 11:00
a.m. 3rd St Ilk Hawks ,.





Morning Worship 11111182n:  
ONIVEIBITY
Morning Worship 10 30 am.
Evening Worship 6 00p.m.
GNP PLAIN
Bible Stucty loam.
Womb; Service 10:452.m. &6 p.m.
Wed : .
WEST MURRAY









Sunday School . 11:40a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y PS Worship 5:15 p.m
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Wednesday Warship 7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning WorshipWorship 11:00am
Sunday School 10•00a m
Evening Worship 5 30p in





&oda y School 10:00am
OAK GROVE
Sunday School












Worship Service 11 Lin., 1st Sunday;
10-00 a.m. 3rd &Mew, Sunday School •
10-00 am ,2nd & 40i•
MAWS CRAPE! UNTO
Woreidp&Mekia 11:04amt.




- Mowers Tillers Chain Saws
Hwy. 94 East 753-0400
arme s rain &
Seed Company
Om has - Rum
ey's list
'Garden Center
-Flavvers r /4110cCatteffir --""--
Ewale“4-A .r-entleeysen-fs -14ents.P4on.te -
-500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love Is

















































..- • Le/riches Steaks-Sandwithe*
206 Chestnut St. inaior
Old-Carriage
Opal Mee. Are Tilers. 7 a.m.-0 p.m.
Fri..24 News Sat. 7 a.m.-4 a.ns:
Closed Smiley
309 N. 16th i 753-0303
  -121112111111PNOIDINIfTED .
Worship Service 9 30 a.m.
Sunday School II 00a in:
noursnoasa verno
Sunday School 10 00 a m
























Evening Service • '11:1111pan
[SNICK Of Jos atm
Of LATTUI DAT SAINTS
Sunday School 10 45 a m
ST RO CIMNILIC
°WW1
Sunda 1, Mass 8 a m 11 a in 4 10 p m
Sat urds 51teisti.X1p m
0111'3E14N SCIENCE
SERVICES
. Farmer Ave and 17th St Murray, Ky..
giasgslys 1! OD a m Testimony meeting
Wednesday 0 p m
ANDVARI W1TWEIBIS
Watddiwar IMSOces,









ameastrio- . sat In 10i in
Weedaplkinstere Sat. 1:15 a.m.
Ev011112gWeeiMp 0 00 p m
11:00a.m. •
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worahlp______ 11,011.aari.
UM Bait11 fes.m =ram= 045a M.
7 30 p rn 
WIMP C1$URCI4 NMI, NEW CONCORD
JO OIRIST Sunday Scheel 10 00 a.m
Sunday Scampi 10 00 a m Worship Services 11 00a m , 6 00 p m
litieningWeedgp 10 50 a m






10 00 a m
11 00a m
6 00 p m
CA11,4112-15111RU
Sunday School 10: 00 a.m.
Poe*, ilveriems II :41.04.. T:saakie.
nett ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
theft Sawn! 10 00 a m
Mernktg Worship 11 00 a m
Sunday rVening 7 MI p m
Mars Nite 7tOpm
UNITED. 310 IltVAN AVE
' Sunday School 10 Wa rn
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
INWARDS CHAPEL .
Sunday School 10 410 am
Worship Service 11-00 a.m.
Evens.* Worship 730 pm,
FIRST ONTO
Sunday Worship 10-00 a.M.Ir hirm-,
Tuts & Thurs. 7:00p.m
lie 




West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
VI MotorsAmerican . Coin-AMC
Jeep
ItIorsiot Mender-Greades Mop -Pew Worm











Evening Services Worship - 6:30 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
DIXTER-NARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10:00a.m
1st & 2nd Sundays 11:00 a .m
lit & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. 1111111011
Worship Service 10:00 a m 1st Sunday &
11 00 a m 3rd Stmday • Sunday Schott
.11 no a m 1st Sunday -- 10 00 a.m. find,_ 
3rd , & 4th Sunday ,
Mt.CAIMR
Worship Service 1010 a.m 7nd in•Apy:
11-00 a m 4th Sunday, Sunday &hod
1400 m 1st, & 4th Sunday - 11-013
a m 2nd Sunday
MAYAN C114111
4*1 CNUR01
Morning Services 10:45 a .m
110013 CWARIL U111110 -
1st 4, 3rd Sundo v 1:30 a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m: -




2nd & 4th Sunday 9 30 a.m
Evening 6 00 p.m
SOW'S 41.14SANT
Swiday sch.vd 9 45 a -mMorning Worship 10- 0 a.m.
Fvening 7:01p.m.








403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
-Mee B. Soars. Oevr._










Sales & Service Parts
Buy-Trade-Sell Used Appliances





One Day Latex Antiquing
Stains-Painis .
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
H sey 6.11 Swit.14
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinnerk




The iawn 8 Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy (lit) 753 3000
Fitts Block 4 Ready Mix Co.
• Building Bloods &Ready Mil Concrete
East Main Street - 75 1-3540
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association




HMS* Omei 110 ?
Sava 1116 Meese 753 191
'FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic PIsza, Miirrny, Ky. 753-4150
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• •
Schedules For The Week Of April 15-ApriI21
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY .





7 00- - Super Friends
1:00 lortfOlympic s
10 00 Kroft s
1 1 .00 - Weekend Speci-
9




11,00- AOC Oct of
Schaal Sp..
12:00- Am. Bendstiond
12:30 - Wey It Wes
$.35 -Ag. 0.S.A.
625 - Farm Digest 
6.30- I ens this
Greeter, 
.






















‘ 7:00 - llohonic Sileallit





-II:00_10 ilb.01230 - Americihm Seer-
tunas .
1:00 - Am Raters
1:30 - Bowlers Tour
9.30Pentimr •





11:34 - Space Academy
12: 00-Mr. Magee ---
I :30- Pro Bowlers
3:00-Fishing Nolo
3:00 - Titilrnenbont of
Chemises
Nitwits
10:30 Specs Sent. 1:30 -fon City 1:00- Mater L. Illosolsot ' /- 2: 3-0 -cis • film
3:30- &serest Sports
roams&




COO- lovit Ilmot ,
.9100 - fortory Wiwi -
4:00- World of Spts.
5:30- Nowt
6:00 - Lawrence Welk
Y:00 --Mardy tem










_KILIL 1 , _ ,, __
4:30 - Pop Calumny

















.7:00 - Belo Nepe .
.÷30--Move '''C'"









10:00- News wet cii
Itill-bmoro Theatre;
10:30-Rock Concert 5:30-Nashville Music








- 6:00- Hee Now '
4,30-ar4t tusipai•----
maadors




. 7.,00--- Sob Hope
1:30-Movie "Collor-
be: Now to Dial •
MM.-d'
:




































- In3R-Corl Tipiet .




7'"-16t66 - •-• - •
-Mit- ftmid 6f 1'66 . •
_11:00-Gisoet Ileetere-- - 'I.••
. 130 -Wady) ' --..








. "ship • - 733611"6191/9.1 '
OTIS ' 110•11Olm, IlwAs•---
. ItOhliii . .
0:30-Or.) Roberti ._
9:00- Gospel*. . %-•-
ha-4We ceiso
M1L-floirsor .
din- %IT .4 Dkpc.
'






10:00 -c hanged Ligits
let -- - --
--11:00 - Accent
Nor Prom -----1440-1bir
12;00 -6,01. Ws Stile
12:30-11enna 6 Buster
1:00 - Cy. Afield
1:30-Fent Circile Tee-
•
_ &mg- - -Gm,
10:20,-,Asiretis-- -ASIM-.--14;k0O-lierelikedgesilk---•"-'41114111121°36__Ntscdi - •
11:00- Issues 1.. Aim. _ , 
11:30-- Dirottiegil . .mac_ Den yaw .,_
12:30- labborgow
I Ad__ sd Dime
. me_ Noshotirt e_ivialie,OSINF-illeherts
10:30 - Corn. Weedig - .
_.I.Log_lboisysoo...... 
11130-Moot Herne_Imo_ NE turgrei
'The Tender Gomm"
12:30-N.?.cmtndir_
- Or-00 -Ombra Three











6 114 30 -GOMM TINUW....-U430-Atimi
114". mg -112•00- INA Danidneao.
ear'






. - - •
' kith







I:00- ABC Movie: TBA















&IN- Wilt Dieery_. .
7:11211elocent" pt. I :
1011111-News •
F'NTZrniiQ---eu- -1:30-NIIC
losing 11$ vs. Thu
work' .-.



























1,00-Atia gm* - •"'• • -
0:30-Lice
9:00-Dpi).,





"'V - Vinfl RePtels







SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH 
FRIDAYWMGE-2. •


























11•00 - Better Sex .,)
11:30--- Ryons Rope '
All My CisiWr.ri -.--
1:00 - S20,000 Pyramid
1 30-0.e: We
2:15-- General Nosphal
, 3:00 -lige of Night
7:39 -..-1A-Th MGM
Theatre --- -
3:30- F The Amities
4:00 F - Wally: Work oh-
op
4 10 F Soot Ti-sin
• WSM-4
5:53-Morning Dev.










11:00 - Say Lear
11.:34t_ Noon Show






4;30-My Three Sem .,
54*-11ewitchad----
5:30- Mk Newt'
6:20- St•110 et 6
WT1IF-5




7:30 - Mornings on 5
11:00 - Capt. Kongaroo
9:00-Tattletale,
4:30- Niel' it tight
10:30-Love of Life '
11:00 - The Restless
11:30-Search for Tom.
12:00- Tell the truth
17:30-- The World Turns
1:30-Guiding Light












:30-y losisPer P°"" 
KFVS-12
6,00-Sunrise ,






















10:5S- Nem : • -------
11:00-Young/ResMess





2:30 - In the Family











TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
-- WII1E-2 
4_4,30 _nerdy Rabid,
1 7:00- Sava Throe
7:30- Beset:NW ,







S:30- Cactus Polo -
6:15 - News --
6:30- News
7:00 - Sew Tips'.












7:00 - Digest 7I
7:30- Baby l'ao Bock
0:30- M•A•5* If































11:37 - Am. Angler
-12:00-News
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WISE-2










7:00 - I is 1666g6
1:00- CAdrills Aar&
9:00- Stersky 11, Notch
10:00-Newt




















12:20- Movie 'Ike Fr-
st Time"
WPSD-6

























1:00 --- ell ChM
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WIIGE-2
Ile M - Nemo That Tows
1:11:11-Fight I. s6660
11:011- Clark' s Angels
9 
WSIL-3
1' 311° - Cetele Pete
6:15 - News
6:31/ - N616
7:0,- I 111 Ow*
WSM-4
7:00- Special: 'Moog of
rim Roo sts"
7:30 - Big Ive•t:
"Noleceest
WTVF-5














6'30 - 1491191199 gem
7.00



























1°,30 - *eve "'Rawer,
Five-0"
12:30-News
,. TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2.
6:30 - Ones In Disks
7:31- nob
MOO- lonsev /Mier
11:30 - A.I.S. Nobwoo R.
'hat- 1169919 C1•09-11,
1•4111- Nowddrottla








7' " -/wws "6 66ill
MOO -11ansoy Maw








10:00 - Scam es to
Hoe _Igo* , sho.












6:30 - Alerts Nilo
7:00-- ilswas Issiim
11:00 - Bieck Slap •









- MO- Mornay Moot
MOO- News-.
1104)11 -Movie IV A '5'
II .
_1:00 - News
-̀-TY GUM FOR FRIDAY ,
W1111E-2
cot j114664-6 - ' -
740:- %amyl 4.4 -







WSII-4__ . . .
740 - (•••••41e n""6:30
• m lost Chums-





goo • isicrodIble ewe
9,00 Oinked*, Wises
.... wPGM-8 1
6:313- She He lie
7:111112Cdandidly thee
'lee OMR, " .
WO-CPO Seri ot











11127 - Meth '11mNIM



















H.arrt's up there with Cathy,
:cid Ile's not capable of arous-
i!Ig the sympathy and pity he
does in Emily's masterptece.
The Heathcliff seen herr fend-
ing for himself In' 'London is'
much diminished, an elusive,





Jazz, often referred to as
"Arnerica's only original art
form," is the feature of a
weekly, program on Sunday
evenings on WKMS-FM at
Murray State University.






public radio station at 91.3 on
the FM dial pays tribute on
Sundays to jazz ranging from
the clasic big band and
-Sounds to gm
contemporary and even avant
garde music of today.
',lass Revisited," a_
program . produced  by 
• --Tfation-iit Public - Radio,
features a nostalgic look at the • -
classic jazz performers of the
past and ...their music,
beginning-at 6;30 p.m.
The focus changes to.,
recordings of live jazz per-
formances. form clubs, lofts,
concerts, and festivals on
'Jazz Alive" at 9 p.m. The
spring lineup will include
-recording's- -The- Rahsaan
land -Kt& Memorial Adz




Burrell 7'rio, Bètt Carter and
John HicakTrio, Helen Humes
and Johnny Guarnieri, and the
Stanley Turrentine Quintet,
program know as"Jazz
Horizons"- • con-chides the
evening of jazz with three and
a half hours of contemporary
jazz from the station's record
Library. Mark Welch is the
heat for the program,
which encourages listener_
requests.
aruce Smith, WKMS stet*
' manager, said the station is
committed to the presentation
of jazz, even though the
itudencejer 1t- ten& tó
small. • he explained that
WRMS emphasizes "the
presentation of alternatives,
few of which are popular-in the
sense of being able to attract
mass audiences "
Jazz deserves exposure-,
according to Smith, because-it_ _
is uniquely American-an
important part of the
American cultural ex-
perience. He added that WK-
MS hopes to build a larger
audience for jazz as more and
more is played on the air.
Smith saki public radio and
television are the only places
where jazz can be heard
regularly in most parts of the
country, "but it is certainly an
important part of our program
schedule."
WKMS operates as a
cultural service of Morrly
State, serving listeners in a
region that covers parts of
four states with a schedule Of
classical music, jazz, opera,
bluegrass music, in-depth




WASHINGTON ( API -
Rhoda Grauer, executive direc-
tor of the Twyla Tharp Dance
Foundation, will serve as the
new director of the National
Endowment for the Arts' Dance
Program, according to Dv- .
:ngston Biddle, Endowment
chairman.
Ms. Grauer, who worked as
administrative director in this
country for the Spoleto Festi-,
val, will be in charge of the En-
lowment's dance touring pro-
gram and administer the
































11 - - - 11137 TA murrayNESTS 11 NBC 11 • 
orts copeSpAdvances in - tiashington De- Panorama 39
Health & Medicine bates: "National ., Outdoors
?beds an
Energy
Malan:lc Plan- A Cnanging America Prce- SUP-off






Magnday T. r ICU Speech and Theatre Departnent
-April--IT----91:11)--Eccncrcist illogascrt _
'Ibesday 1.. Mayor Melvin Henley
APril 18 Z. Representatives from !CU Nursing Department
.3. Mr. James G. liTatherly, Interim Chairman Department
_ofeerin. Industrial 
- - ti-cal Scientist- '
Wednesday
April 19
1.. Book Beat: David Earnest
2. History in Pelepe-ctiate.
3. Marshall Gordon, Vice President of thiversity Servioes






2. Keith Beim discusses the library special collections
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library' Corner
2. - Rev. Julian Warren, Goshen/Lynn Grove Methodist Church
3-7 Keith Farrell with. MSU Sports
LOU GOSSETT JR. (left) and singer Nancy Wilson host the 1978 edition of "Black film-
makers' Hall of Fame," taped during the fifth annual 05car Micheaux Awards
Ceremony. Actor Brock Peters, co-chairman of the celebration, also appears on "Black
Filmmakers' Hall of Fame" Saturday, April 22 at 7:30 p..m..(CT) OR KIT, The-Kentucky
Netwt.
VVKMS Highlights
Friday, April 14 Gerber, Rare record dealer,
7 p. m. Options "A Portrait Robert Saudek,. President of -
_Of Oscar Hanunersteir.____tbe'-Museum of Broadcasting
m. Nightflight Four- ia- New York; Lonnie Don,-
hours of album oriented rock negan, 47 year old rock and
roller; Alan & Janis legel
of the Manhatten Transfer and
-Jeff Miller, -Messenger for
Western Union, who will
deliver some singing
telegrams totconnie Goldman.
8:30 p. m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup consists of Jazz
Revisited followed by Jazz
Alive at 9:00, Contemporary
jazz is next on Jazz porizons
at 10:30 With an artist feature
at Midnight. -
heard Tuesday-Saturday. At
midnight on the FM 91 Album
Hours we will feature Jethro
Tull's new album "Heavy
Horses."
Saturday, April 15
5 p. m. Musics Da Camera
Music from the International
Chamber Music Festival
featuring the compositions, of
Reicha,.Hindemith, Bozza,
Schubert and Beethoven.
Performing will be the
American Spring Quartet.
7 p. m. Eitrplay "The
-flissolution of , Marcus
Fleischman" An ironic view of
reincarnation that centers on
the plight of one family.
Sunday, April 16
2:15 p. m. Guitar Notebook
-Fernando Sor, Beethoven Of
The Guitar" One of the t9ttir
century's most significant
figures of the guitar, Fer-
nando Sor was widely known
as a virtuoso, a composer and
is also remembered today as
the author of aa highly
respected method of guitar
playing. Brian Jeffery, British
musicologist and author of the
recently published Fernando
Sor, Composer and Guitarist
describes Sor's importance
while the composer's music is
heard in performance by
Julian • Bream and Larry
Snitzler.
5 p. m. Voicefi In The Wind
Guests include Peter Minton,
pianist at L'Etoile; Les
You Can't Take Heathcliff
Away From,Bronte's Moors
HEATHCIIFF. By Jeffrey
aine. Khopf. 746 Pages. $7.95.
This novel is offered as the
part of "Wuthering Heights"
t hat Emily Bronte•didn't write
the 'part explaining Heat-
h cliff's mysterious dis-
appearance, from his flight as
a desperate youth to his return
as a man of-the world. Perhaps
Emily had the better idea in
not elaborating on the missing
\ ears. That this book has some-
moors.-
One must conclude that. Em-
ily told us all We need to know
about Heathcliff She gave us
his soul However, Jeffrey
Caine has done an interesting
job of scene-setting in his nov-
el recreating the restless, ruth-
unpleasant, wily country youth
forced to live off his wits in the
teeming city -- a far cry from
Emily's tragic hero in the in-
tense little world up on the
thing to reconumend it is-more less London of the end- of the
in spite of Heathettff than be: '1BM century and the beginning
ause of him, the title notwith- - of the 19th. The -characters he
Heatitcliff, aseaty-s.1-.welr.-dendolani....huL.,they
Wuthering Heights is a shell his useful vetriclee'for conveying
Vividly contrasting -ways of life.
from the low life of pep),
crooks and rough justice, to the
-gilded Patens of the demi-
monde. The pOriod atmosphere
has the ring of authenticity,
with its daail.of customs and
references to actual histbry.
Monday, April 17
_ '7p. m. Options In Education
Coproduccd by NPR and the
Institute . for Educational
Leadership, this program
reports -on important issues,
people, and news in the
education field.
8 p. m. Monday Night at
Eight The new WKMS public
*Hairs program which
examines controversial issues
of regional interest with
special guests ad listener call
in participation.
9 p. m.-, BBC Science
Magazine Four scientific
topics are discussed in detail:
1 The Fate of the Univers 21
Which Bird Is The female? 3
Unravelling the Genetic Code




7 p. m. Options "Ap-
prenticed to Genius: Frank
Lloyd Wright" +++Special
Program Note WKMS will
provide live coverage all
day long of the final day of the
Panama Canal Treaty
hearings including the final
•
vote on the. second treaty to
-take place late- -in-- the af-
terneon..Coverage will begin_
at approximately 9 a.m. an&
conclude around 4 p. m.
Wednesday, April 19
p. m. Options "Russia vs.'
The Church"
Thursday, April 20
7 p. m. Options "Not For
-Any-Crime"
8 p. m. National Town
Meeting ---,I-Dimensions of
Man" The guests will be
Senator Harrison Schmitt of
Flew Mexico and Dr. Carl
Sagan, exobiologist, Professor
of Astronomy • and _ Space
Sciences at Cornell University
and author Of "The Dragons of
Eden."
9 p. m.-• Thursday Night
Special A concert of Sacred
Music from the 1977 Lindau
Spring Festival in Lake
Constance, Germany. The -
performance will include















be reached on 753-
1916and 753-1917
Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
•
Bigtecord & Tape Sale
IIIN MMINIMMIPOliellerii6 
N11%4 (;0111g' .
 ..1---Alb.uni Reg. 7.98-fattirday Night Feve
5" s.... 4.19
•--- -Tr- --- 11141INg. : ̂4999 I -1--Tredrigeg.--7.93-*










i Continued From Page One )
rather than an upgrading of the present
plant;
- Approved the purchase of two
snow removal blades that will be
mounted on the front street department
trucks for use in future winters:
oi.Ole &Ong_
- tg Payne Street from 14th to 15th Street
immediately prior to the beginning of
the council's next regular meeting
April 27:
- Gave tentative approval to the
creation of the position of assistant
chief in the police department;
- Approved the citizen participation
plan that will allow the city to apply for
housing assistance funds under the
federal Community Development Act;
- Were advised that the future, fines
or the nonpurchase of city stickers
weld biliandled in the same manner




tCouUuued From Page One )
right-al-way only if a four-lane road
was constructed _ • 
•'My agreement is for a four-lane
beciate I think we're- cheating the
community if we agree not to accept the
- date's first recommendation which
• Was pert .Of theldet-Conner study,--
- Brandon said.
'But Mayor Henley-sat councilman
Hardirnan Nix contended- that Bran-
don's agreement with the city did not
•Wei* the- number a lanes on the
proposed road, only that the extension
be constructed.
In making the motion that the council
approve the project, Dr. C. C. Lowry
said -I think this is long overdue.. .I
'move we proceed" , •
The Calloway County Public Library
began observing its regular hours
Monday, April 10.
The library has been closing at 6:00
p.m. instead of the regular time of 8:00
p . due to the governor's appeal to
oonserveenergy - -
Hours the piiblic library will now be
open are: Monday through Thursday
from 9 a.m to 8 p.m.:. and Friday and
Saturday from 9 sill to 5 p.m.
-Patrons are again reminded that the
book depository is open 24-hours a day
for your convenience in rvturriing
library books and materials," Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan, librarian; said.
TO PERFORM-Oa Jenkins, intemaPonally known performer often
called "the Mitch Wier of children's music" isill perform as part of an Early
Childhood Career:TA:inference Saturday-ovirleMeducatoritarnampected____
to attend the session. .
Famous Children's Musician
__Funeral services Tr_erf _ iDcwimigtt
early today fora Fulton, Mo., man who
died at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
-following a head on car accident about
noon Thursday north of Almo Heights
on U. S. 641.
The man, 55-year-old John Thomas
Jenkins died about 3:20 a.m, today at
Lourdes Hospital. According to hospital
spokesman, Jenkins sustained multiple
Internal injuries.
Jenkins was involved in a head on
collision on the highway about one and
a half miles north of Almo Heights
when the car he was driving collided
with an auto driven by James Larry
Mcgregor, 2V:fib:kit e tjj
sic-Gregor was treated and released at
Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
According to Calloway County Sheriff
To-PerfarnvAt-MSU 
Conferen-Ce—M5,5 VLuI Will) iUVeSUgi*iU 1.1W
4"iriPnt Men" gor _was_ traveling
north on the highway and Jenkins south
Ella Jenkins, an internationally • Her concept of music "as a way of when the accident occurred.
known performer, song writer, and helping children grow" has been 7̀  Morris said
 Jenkins car was a total
educator- who has been described as subject of rhythm workshops across the
-the Mitch Miller of children's' music," United States and Canada and in
_ will be at Murray State University on Europe, Australia-, and Indonesia. In
Saturday for an Early Childhood addition to her work as a clinician, she
Carew r,ducatloit -Conferment. is also a recording and 
television
--- '- ' personality. 91 e has reCordeci some 20
She will sing and work with adults in albums
a session to begin at 9 a.m. dad
d about $5 to the average county tax




demonstrate her sing-along "call and h school officials- gave ten- 
--bill and would generate about $60,000.1
conference between 8:15 and 8:45 am. . sported Jenkins to Murray-Calloway - 
Althoug
response'' teaching methods with a" - tative approval to a pay hike 
for bus House Bill 567 iii-Ifie last General 
---- in the auditorium of the University County Hospital. He wan ._ — .
group of children in session at 130 pAri. drivers, they didn't specify how muc
h. Assembly empowered local school
Center, formerly the University School. erred to Lourdes in Paducah.
P•m•
who work with children are expected to 
_ ference materials.
attend the conference sponsored by the -
Career Education Project of the Center Local Groups Going To Opryland
for Lanovation and___Development and . 
ana spontaneous au -
ticipation-learing that develops 
the park's Gaslight Theatre and the . gillerior, excellent, good, average 
or
valuable skills in children in the guise 
Grand Ole Opry House. The corn- fair," said Ginger Griggs, Opryland's
of -fun.- 
petition will be open to the public free of sales representatives who is coor-
L-.ating the event.
loss in the accident, McGregor's car School Boardsustained damage to the left front. . • • ••_,_ •
transportation costs, Dyer said. But, The propoied ten cent rate would
was in the southbound lane, Morris said
school officials told the drivers, most thatch state power equalization fundMcGregor stated he met Jenkins auto
In the.northbound lane and swerved to
miss it
arrangements- jenkins survived by -aist4, Mrs. Thurman Lee, Georgetown.
his wife, Dorothy-Eliiielirook- JenIchis:—Jenldna' -deaTh' marked- the --fir
st—
Murray, two daughters; Kim Jenkins tralfle fatality on Calloway County
and Terry Jenkins, Murray, one son, ". highways this year, according 
to
John Jenkins, Memphis, Tenn., and a IronWeky State Police
CETA Grant 'Approved
FRANKFORT - Calloway, Carlisle,
Fultbn, Graves and Hickman counties
will benefit from a $329,813 grant
funded under the Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA).
- The money provides for the em-
p 5yoini of-59-persons for-one year-in a
flood control program for these
counties, according to Hubert _Coss_
CETA programs directer--far--the-
Department for Human Resources.
Those hired for the prIlgram will 
clean out streams, ditches, and per-
form numerous other tasks related to
flood control in the five county area.
Participants Must be unemployed for 15
out of the previous 20 weeks to be
eligible for the program, Cox said.
The Jackson Purchase Local
Officials Organization, Inc., which is
administering- the-funds, is_a rniineilof
governments repreSenting the eight
western-most counties in Kentucky.
..directors of the
organization is made up of the -County,
judge'eiecutive trete, each- of the eight
cotiniles--and the -Wilde- orthe largest
city in that county. --
Althought the impact of the collision
Sturgis is in charge of - (tumid
nrivarn ,akeri about Cumulative sick boards to assess the tax to match with
An $8 registration fee covers all con- Whitsell and Son Funeral HonWill
More than 301i-educators and people -   get five -sick days per year,. but those
are not euntallative.-_
Bus drivers in Calloway County
School System average $2,096, corn- •
pared to Car-lisie tountfs-I2,05I and-
- McCracken's $2,938. •  
School bus drivers' salaries -
amounted to $92,858 in fiscal year Dr& -
'77. School officials budgeted for
$105,000 this fiscal year.
The local school system will get
$99,331 in new discretionary money and
about $80,000 in non-discretionalry
-Motley next fiscal year. Under The
controversial bonus units elimination,
the system stands to lose socne040,632
next fiscal year, Rose said..
- Calloway County Schaal .110-rird-
members approved a motion and set a
public hearing for May 1 on a' vote to
raise the local ad valorem tax rate from
a current six cents to ten cents.
the Department of Child ' Studies on
campus. Dr. Charles May, chairman of The CanuwaY 




Girls' Chorus, their Mixed Chorus, and ' Both_ categories are assigned to."
coordinator, 






Ms. Jenkins, who recently returned M,_urrraY., l'iLgh 
School Girls' Chwus will  and third place trophy will be awarded
from an education tour of Isreal where '
gathering up their music - lull •
she- shared her songs, chants, and 
heading for Opryland.U. S. A. in Nash- al both the choral arid the band
rhythms with pre..scnooi 'and kin_ vile for the entertainment., 
theme- . tTetieSpaonta. wAllftierunwthiL
("net PethteiwSpepcarial
dergarten children, has often said the .vestiva
ipark's thiterdtte,anhrieluttalAprilemric;na. :idlisinc
,, festival  party and disco dance  on
music is important III Stimulating
childrn ' creativeness. 





turdaythehost more than 100 high school concert
She is known for a magnetic brand of in the park.
folk singing that lures tots, teens, 
bands and choruses from across the
"_Eacti participant  will be rated from
teachers, and parents into wholeharted 
country who will compete for ratings
d • and trophie





-Save on Cooling Costs this Summer
and on Heating Costs this winter by
using insulation by Owens Corning.
x 15 Foil ROI/ 
$ 49
70 Sq. Ft. Roll
*•6 •
LE. Doa:SAilts-These--
Special Prices On.-. _
Owens Comings Insulation
days for 'drivers. Drivers in the county
. Evangelist.
power equalization money. The rate
cannot exceed ten cents for next fiscal 
year nor fifteen cents for Hee year
beginning July 1, 1979.
Under provisions of the hill, if 25
percent of -the qualified 'rotors who
voted in the last presidential election
sign a legal- petition recalling the
resolutietiestion would go on the
The May I hearing will begin at 7
p.m. in board of education offices an
College Firm Road. _
In other action at the county school ,
board meeting Thursday Alit. 
- School officials have the first draft
of preliminary floor plans and external
sketches of the planned middle school.
A special committee working in the
planning stages of the school are ex-
pected to review the plans next week.
- The board okayed elementary
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VICE: We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you.
John Pasco, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special appointments.
Would you Mks to rid*
ow Church Bus to SII7-




driver for April is
0111 Crick, 489-2521.
1 Notice
BIBLE FACTS INC. --
Jest's says in John It:7,
If ye abide in me, and
my words abide in you,
ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done
unto you." For Bible
study, individual or by
phone and 13ible an-
swers, call 75341984.







SOO No. 4th 75.13251
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN - 
 Antiwer-te-Thursciay's Punte
1 Gaiters
-6 Repasts 1 Eittent
1-1 Washes e 2 Supplicates
1-4•Feer041 - 4 Youngster
- Aslant* - 5 PrceeCtipg
toottL_
. 15"Perils - 6 Planed
k  •_17 Proceed 7 Bitter_ 
18 Cuthion vetch
• 20 Strong 8 Symbol-tor
- 21 COntainer 9 Representative
_ -111 Rock -
24 Male 12 Traps
sheep. ----13-Abound
25 Lavish - 16 Merry
fondness 19 0,141. a
9R.
26 Put away 21 Hold
for 23 Pertaining
• safekeeping to Norway
28 Evergreen 25 Chopped
tree .

















































bring us yours for extra
copies. Made frotn any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking




al ' UMW •- a IMO t& -_ ---sr -• •• JAMIE , ••
• LOIN - wi- tr-





WHAT WE do beet is;
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333. _
(collo(' 1 • 37 Tale
Enthusiasm 39 Novelties









on all makes. Open 9-1
FOR WATKINS
Prodacts Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
lath.,iphone 753-3128.
filit MORE PORTABLE REES
1=1111111 6 de c Wanted GIME= illEMZEI
UNION Banker Life
Insurance' "cearther SMALL' ENGINE
Company is expanding mechanic wanted. Fun
its sales force. Would time employment.
like responsible person Fringe benefits. Good
to represent us in this working conditions, paid
WESTERN DARK FIRED area. No previous-- 4/0-_-_vacations. Apply in
TOBACCO GROWERS perience necessary. person Murray Supply
ASK. Unlimited advancement from 8a.m. Monday,
Newly decorated opportunities. Excellent April ...,,Li through 5 p.n.
' 132sq..TTT benefits. And ettuai Tuesday, April 18.
office space for rent opportunity company. 
Utilities furnished Call for appointment SALFS PERSON for
plenty of 442-9249 days, 443-9253 • ladies specialty store,
 wIdng space., evening. - . C---- Full time and part timt.'rheas 753-3341-er • 




5 hat And Found
LOST gold ring set with -- -
-blue
four diamonds, on or homemakers, teachers
aquanlannt- and° COLLEGE STUDENTS,
about April 1. $1000 ' - WANT SOMEONE to dlogogissisciftegi=we . have helped
REWARD for return - theeeeede 41 pe- vitt to_ mow yard. Call 753-5863.. _ OALler._11aires sieweesii
No question asked-  --reas,arreat-lee-iersesaesiee. make money, and will
Phone 753-5104 with FLORLST DESIGNER 
, AstimeitDlest Inc. '
gladly help your hours
information. you havA `aiiiilable needed. Send resumes to
f.
.detewaifte_. your ear-___11=22.16,11urray_ _ __-row Lux  OR, LEAS-1 " _LARGE SELECTION-a---_
nings. No investment._ . _ _ . 
commercial metal new and used lawn '
delivering or-canvasing VAITRIM-n--- - W-K-1*----7-1-- butidthr -leJr 4.. Cler-- • nienVers• 12153 linfr 11C -;---
4. D... .Apply ja _person _....._ heat. Located 4045---__Lal 7584895 mad  le ix. c 
EXpERIENCED BODY
Irian
person, Oakleys Used _
Cars.
OWN YOUR OWN WANTED good Spinet
Business! Area piano. Call 753-3567
distributor for Rand between 1 and 6 p.m.
McNally Maps. 'No
selling. Service pre- IN USED TOBACCO
established accolade. sticks, split sticks
Investments $2,700 to • -preferred over sawed.'
$15,450 secured by in- Rob Perry, 753-4409.
ventory and equipment.
Write, include, name. WANTED 7 Full W004_0
acidt.ete, telephone and "" Cocker Spaniel or any'
three references to type outdoor dog. Call
Personnel Director, 7534400.
NAMCO, 3928 Montclair 
HaT,---Isirmmgham, - WANTEDAVRIT7D
35213-er call-toll free I-   and %Mtn* vencer•
---- buy ctL or'staiirng,
small or Terme trac- Call
Mel ,Fthddes, 1-502-527-
sew trie ant & oak
Ore- NMI MON% EN*:
predate
15 Articles For Sale
GOOD USED tent. Call
7534447 after 5 p.m.
ONE G.E. Refrigerator,
small garden
- -cultivator. Call 753-1261.
6 Help Wanted
 de1I_ Momia_k_Fridsy; .1100KKEEPF,It_ _needed.
Beltone of, Benton...12QQ_ _ _ _Applications .novi" _ _ wervaawa 
'' 
position with local firm.- and 3 p.m. at the Regafil,---- 
Stinberry Circle. ForPoplar St Benton Ky taken for bookkeeping between the hours of 11 . further infOrmation ca 
m.,., , . 
Ate phone calls please. -
Majestic Steak House.
Person hired must Hotel on Apri115. 7534839 cor 7114287. 25 USED air conditioners





Is doing it again April
40-21-- 22 Thtumfrri.,
Sat.








No Interest_ (Per 12 hi
liontio)
GWoyitiOmIrgea





possess skills in ledger  FINISHED CAR
entr es, --parotr,•-esetT-1•BoosactErEft for 16a1 -- PEN1LER _N othe
and respect the con- firm. Send resume of need apply. Do not apply
fidentially of position. education, experience on Saturday. Custom
s from $190 to $150. Call
Degree or associate and references to. Box -13"ilt. • 753.°984.
degree preferred but iad if/ Murray, Ky.
necessary. Ability to - 
_work closely' with and -ELE€TROLUXH needs
get along well with-----.men and women for
others a definite DIM. sales --and service.
Starting salary _ Opportunity $300 week. .
WAITRESS OR cookcomensurate with Ca11443-6460. _
wanted at Land B Cafe.abilities, excellent 
Call for appointment,fringes including EXPERIENCED CAR 753-9465 or 759-1894 askhotpitalization-malor , clean-up man needed.
$50455 per car. Call 753= 
for Marilyn.medical insurance.
Interested persons 6038. -
should mail application_ 
including' brief personal _FxPERIESICED AUTO "Ihistory, complete body man needed.
Excellent pay. Cali 753--
6036.
resume of past ex-
perience ,and salary
expectations-As-JP:  -




















SEE IF YOU CAN SNIFF
- OUT WHERE BEETLE



























KILL/ME ?HA! THEY DON'T
EVEN KNOW HOW RD HOU:,
  • THOSE-
- 114.1145-•








































ME isi T •
PIII,IArftlit
NIGJLUtl... i /':













person, Ky. Lake Oil Co.
South 4th Street, bet-







SOMEONE TO tend large




hill-tine and partite*-,male and female 
for 'nights.
Must be aide to work ON
weekends, Mist be 18
or older. No others need
apply. No phew, cells.
Apply in perms only,
devil
- 2 p.m. or Spa-2
9 Situations Wanted
WANTED yards to mow: -
Call 753-4470 after 5 p.m. •
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
We now have in stock a large selection of New
and Used Tractors. We will trade for anything of
value.
, We have a large selection doped Cars and 4
Wheel Drive Vehicles.
A used 660 Combine, like, newYnew motor with
Grath Head.
We have a complete parts department and we
have connections in 48 states to obtain all the
used parts that you may-need.





Very eke 3 bedroom home on 78 acres located in
Kirksey. Beautifully landscaped with fruit trees
and grape arbor. Bright, cheerful rooms in-
cluding living roam, den, newly remodeled bath,
nice kitchen & huge utility room. Double walk-in
closets. 15 x 16 outside' storage Must see to 'p-
predate.. Call or come in to
the Nelson Shroat Co.,REAITORS-
Viol. JefrrTIPIPP•Kvator
-#44$1pIng people Is our bolloress-
fvonhoesi
Markt 141161,1•400,150-185* WOMB Mast I. Sew. 753-4443
Dovii litetlando, S. Anse. 723-SSIS Is. wink, s. Asesc. ysioit
SOO Nw. S. 0.8**c• 753-23" Nohow Sive, Realtor, 7S9-1714
1BOUDTIEQSU
.0mhoAS11:101104:7511.44.01,u 50:41:S:Dvanrsief4Thintrigeratoorrs
creftel fixtoria, krovel in-
ventory, t raisins , wit A. CONDITIONERS.
outisid4eitai
wit,* 4 -woks. INN LW
sh.• 0.0. OA* 411iiit - 
off« as eh "
EiutivAdSesilihOsaNd. from 575.00 to $150. Call
474-2'748.
7594895 until 10 p. m.
JEAN
07‘2.




  condition.__140_each. Call_
753-5434..
'PEAVEY amplifier. 210
REASONABLY priced -watts. Four 12"
practice piano. Calf 759 -- 2-speakers. 11100. Call 7E7;
4506. 2511.
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay fair:
prices on good
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your








- Saturday, April 15
Starting At 7:00 a.m.
at
American Legion Hall
etthe corner ef Eft & Maple






New 3 bedroom brick veneer - 1b2 baths, car-




Felten Young Forest Shoulders
753-4645 753-5071
1972 Chevrolet Station Wagon, local car, new car
trade in. All the extras. -
1976 Chevrolet station Wagon, kcal car, new car
trade in.
1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVitie,.all the extras, 5,500
miles.
1777 CeMloc Sedan DeVille, executive car,
loaded, 3,900 miles.
" . •
1978 Pi:mythic Trans Am, executive car. T-Top,
4,300 miles
1971 Va90 Station Wagon fisherman's special.
$35 00.
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go o  mar e y e 
15. Articles For Site
CUB CADET mower, 14
h. p. hydrostatic drive,













-wide long wheel base.
'Call 755-2293. .
IS Articles For sale
WEED EATERS. model
$07 $43.99. Rut° shear






-19' AC wheel disc with
outer ram, two row case
row boom.
'spray ,with 7 roller
puniii;41iew Holland hay
conditioner. The above .
are all migood condition. •
. _ Cal/ 43fe,214_1__.--
=DING MOWER 6 h.p.





cultivator. One row corn
/planter, $2,080. Call 474-
2248.
NO FORD TRACTOR
with line power take off.
Power mower and Abe. -
-Original owner. Cull 753-
- .4889 or 753-5960.
26 IV Radio
• SISSONS ZENITH Spring
Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll
'save $10.00, $20.00 or
more. All T.V.'s
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19-miles
West ot Murray,on High-
way 94. Call 382-2174.
27 Mobile Home Sale..,
MOBILE- HOME, 12







3 7. Lixexiouli - SeD'Plis
THREE YEAR OLD
Palomino filly. Broke to
ride. $350. Trotwood





Saturday, April 15. 9 a.




items. Proceeds to MSU
Nursing Honor Society.
•• .
• THREE PARTY _YARD
Side; it-212 !Maui. -From-
9:30 till 5 on Saturday
Rabbit hutch included. Mb APtil-





NOME + V Aforataato. lag
Tow Noses hoe
-mompogottrwerinibeellt
two MM. hien alp mei
*Ms mot if AM emiepos.
Apartment now rimed he
 • YARII-SMX 
1110 zsisdliy. Ism WNW
Saturday ---exer
tractor,* drill, small, - mobile home, all
Six foot al :power, 1975 and air. May be seen at "uut'.._,,__clulaien ̀ 11- Thweatt Service Station.
15.1164"1 next*" . Aohycirus applicator. electric, -Central 'beat GERMAN-„--811EP.„,_HERD, ii-Highway 
FOrd ton truck with Lot D13 Fox Meadows or 7.'-"t'el alter About 7 miles North of
---yrram---be+-4111710- !TiUOS.
ELEVEN BUNDLES of. Call 492-8456 or 492-8246.  
- • FEMALE 9 moral& sld
" Craftsman fine con-
it after p;ni-
)PRACTIC A LLIT • NEW 
SCreens, Aittereiit
minsuzementa.' Cbe-ap.
Call 753-3567 between 1
and 6 p.m..
new. -Moving  must sell:
SMPA PeeKridle-green---- ass-2.372'.or Z5.1-corm &tiff 155.
Call 753-1818 after 5 p..n3.
ROSE BEIGE 3 cushion
sofa. „Very good, con-
dition.. Call 753-4764.
T1LLEitS--chain_ drive.. 5..
h.p B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hard-
wage, P2ris
WE BUY AND SF-1 used-
FIVE PIECE bedroom
air conditioners. Dill
suite, nice. big vanity
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
mirror, perfect con-1551. 
ditiori. Also, odd chest.
SALE- - SNAPPER-7: Call 435-4442.
mower repTicement 
blades. Your choice 25". G.E. REFRIGERATOR,




draperies, made to your
Measurement. No labor
charge. Over 150 pat-
-terns and colors, 15 per
cent off month of April.










(35) of new and used
tractors and farm
equipment. Call-759-4895




NEW -FORD- :29, '6"
hydraulic fold wing disc.





lifinTWaithoose space avaltaBie, large 2r--1-14t-
or 14' 24'. 10' 1-10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a.
holm full of furnitUre
Call Days 753-3744 -
Nights 753-7618
Only once in awhile do we get a beauty like this.
Please treat yourself to a look.
Everything you'd want in a home
Nothing to do - it's in mint condtion
Nome is 2 stories- ibecioassasabiaths.
Only 3 years old.
Unbelievable view.
See it Sunday - April lfgh - 1 to 5 PM
Easy directions below.
Own your on peninsula on Lake Barkley__ Two lots an**
tu-rounded by water - bowie is on one In the very est:ban Csk__
or Heights tutatai. Posy slope - beautiful trees' N
dogwood
Take NO to the Ftound Oak Leather Shop. Take the reed MAW
the Leather Stiop to the lit turn at the Color aloft (kind Clo-




' Located in Aurora
502-354-8500 or 8590 Res. 8538
Must mil - choice location well built, 2 bedroom
house is one block front Murray State. Fena.
back yard, beautiful flowers.' Paint and' your love
can make it just what you want
Waldrop Realty
713-5546
- Attar 5 ___
753-7403
.40•11111111.111.1114 
boat Call 55 GALLON D.RUMSahnhiourn jon .
753-8256." Thornton Tile and
Marble; South 9th. Call
lefil9t1B-MUTCH;-$IIK -753-5719;-
Call 759-4890. - 20 Sports Equipment
FOR-9AL11:_-_Elbilgo- 14' FIBERGLASS











16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 It. mast with




Eloniber bass boat and
trailer. All assessories.
$1500. Call 753-4389 or
753-5960.
514:381' SKLI,.....Z/7 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped -400 Ford
engine. one .equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty. Edwards




convertible top. 35_ h.p
Mercury motor. 14' Jon
boat, 15 h.p. Mercury
motor. Call 753-6201. •
_
16 ANGLER Custom
bas i beat. 65 h. p,
Mercury motor, trailer.










Areal Cost4 Plow Report
Kelly's Twilit*
- & Pest Control
art eewstee ..we
psis soy mom. owe 00







LAWN MOWERS .0-2 h.p.
22" cut. B and S engine.
$88 88 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
DON'T BE MISLED. WI'
will nat be. undersold.
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
Count'', Tucker T.' V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.,














City water and sewage
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745.
E COTTAGE near
lOod River Corner lot.
FOUR PARTY CATV--7 To-it-Yourselfer"
• PORT Sale, Saturday _ could make this into a
(24hes for. ---good weekend or
...everyone. Baby items
and miscellaneours
items. At 907 Vine.
43 Real Estate
Everything' priced low, LAKE HOME - Picture
a pretty. house and
FURNISHED APART-- 71". sell
panoramit View' Of
TV Yard -Kentucky-Lake for-year
Saturday. areund living. Three
Larue - bedroom, two
a. Baby fireplaces, a convenient
furniture, [Aries and kitchen and 3-car
other think. garage. This home and 2
lots could -net be.
YARD SALE. Friday and., replaced for this low
Saturday. April ,14 and price of $44,500. Phone
15. 8 a.m. until. Dishes. KOPPERUD REALTY,
BlairaproduCti. some 753-1222 for all your real
furniture. lOrksey, Ky.. --estate needs.
mENT, near university.
Call Stinson Realty, 753: • este._
3744.
Roule I,
34 14iitises For Rent
HOUSE IN country. Call
753-2515.
36 For Rent Or lease










small. Good for child or
woman Call 437-9505.
TWO HORSES for sale.
Call 436-5345 after 3 p.m.
FRESH AND
SPRINGING Holstein
heifers. Call 753-5000 or
753-5595.
.THREE PART yard









YARD SALE Sold trailer,
leaving state. Odds and
ends sale. Saturday
April 15, 9 till sold.





It X55 TRAILER; 2 Dovermen -Pinscher.
bedroom, antenna and , Call 492-8741.
pole. $1,000. Call, 753-8451
or 753-3635.









person and well -trained




32 Apartments For Rent
^ •
*111 be held later.
has NS _two Wham
Oistolnatutt
rg. N. hip •asau.
wile ems mew.
YARD SALE, Highway - -
AEC BOSTON Terrier 
121 South. Friday and romodoloi. Cooly 914,500.
y, ' also stud - ser- 
Saturday. 8-5. Ladies -• -
greFi,--- summer- -clothes-. all -153-3263 *offing*
sixes. -Men- and boys.














NOW ONLY  $2.00 Stuff
large sacks with
clothing,' shoes, purses,
linens, Saturday 9-4 p.M.
Bargain Barn 13th and
Main.
IN SEARCH of ..
summer retreat? We
have lake property




SubdArision ... lots and
homes. Make an in-
ZZ11!1111111--
83 ACRE farm on county
line rd. off 121 N. good
tobacco barn, shed, crib
& garages. 10 x 52
mobile home, good
--rolling farmland ideal
_for corn or tobacco. -
Good investment
• vestment your whole against 
Inflation.fil43-11 41192, rettawillLOeni°1:75 712 .1 sits, Co. Realt
ors:151RWL- ----- •
Realtors.







also a _few. five acre
.parcels only one mile
from lake. Call John C.,
Neubauer, reciter, 505




. TWO PARTY. YARD. Vs ACRES LOTS for rent
1602 'Gym, Saturday 
or sale. 130 Per month-
APARTMENT. Near 
Downtown-i-liwentAn11*--;11IRE PARTY Ymtp
7534409. Sale, Saturday 9-2.
- Hazel, Turn right in
NOW LEASING new 2 front of Dees Bank. Lots
bedroom duplex, central '-. of baby- chithes,..,odds
heat and air, carpeted, and ends.
couples only. Call 753-







CLOSED ON TIAIRSDAYs .1-1.46sPqa.1
Fri & Sai 12.30 Coils -
*Noir Cuts 'Shoves
209 Walnut Street. •
Call tttis number after .s.od to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
Lakeway ghores year round home. - beautiful
view overlooking water - sundeek - parrs, garage
- boat storage - tastefully land.scaned. Large lot







suite, , children's -
clothing, toys, stereo;
antique chairs, odds and
ends.
FORMULA FOR FINE
LIVING Just listed this
lovely and unique home
on private 3 sere Wooded
trita_ivest of Mike-ay.
Home has breathtaking






design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this op-
portunity pass you by.




LARGE 4 FAITROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, 41•12 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra , large rooms
and large 2 car garage.





staying with sale" 'bT'
home, Price just
reduced to .1441000.








let Some of the special
features of this home
are- beautiful built-in
kitchen, fireplace with •
heatalator for winter
rnorths, 22 x 15 patio for
summer Cook-outs...and
guiCh, Mudi more! May
we show you today? Call
-.153 -1 19 2 or - 7511499











• Prof esMone I Serves








space. Located on 1

















Now rented for $175 per -
month $4900. Call Falai-
• Young Realty, 753-7333,
-Forest Shoultklik,
11571, Fulton Young
Purdam I Thurman__ -
losuranon &Real Estate




NEW LISTING Cute 3
bedroom home negr_the
university. Very at-
tractive_ wall- to wall
earl:feting and Many
pleasant features in this
sparkling home located
on quiet residental
street. Geed home and























Real Estate, 105 N.
$19,500. Must Be
privileges. Only
view - boat ramp
ooded lot with lake
1
a.
FARM 64 acres located just One anklet= nth •. •and Sycamore intersection on Higiriiiiy oft S. 
• _-
Plirdom and Thurman Real Estate 753-4451.
4.





located Sounts•cle Court Square
Open Doily Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451

































































































































m Yount 753; -
l-MAl
1-8080 .
pAgli 15 T111 MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, April 14, 1978 •
Jr/ARIAL-iv
A3 Rea! f.stea
APRIL LOVE - Yes, it.
will be love at first site
when you view this
colonial 4 bedroom
• home and 10 rolling
-acres. Home was _
,completely renovated 3
years ago and has lovely--
cic fireplace in large
country kitchen-den, 2
'-baths and lots of
7-roominess throughout.
Acreage is partially
fenced, good stock barn,
__Astable- -and--other-out-






































„With The Friendly Touch"
HOUSE FOR SALE on 1
acre lot. Located on
Highway 94 East only 1







-aftert prat: -  
COUNTY ESTATE city
COUNTRY 11VrNli - conveniences 2 miles
MADE NMI eity--1. limits- 33. 
-uvorooma, =Me" _ acres of privacy•kitchen, den at- Private lake. Beautiful  chect garage, new 
wooded park area, I.harmcarpet, :_ncre -
wooded lot. Hwy. 94 suitable for horses, shop





Inc.ACT FAST! Only _ large 2 droom house, .0 97Un -
$31,900. Boyd Majors _ fully carpeted lots of _ -
Real Estate, 105 N. _.__Zelosets and cabinets.- IIA POLLAR . WE1_L: SVE1`-(
12th
DEAR AD READEg: "min'tment.-Thled lit -
ThisHousell It's-- -iflw 4"- Call 753-'9a5°-
_ _located in - walkin,
distance' of shopping 
NICE SEVEN ROOM
. home with utility suZ 1975 CORVETTE, 350centers, grocery stores
jtolgaz Homr. ,c!,,t miles and scroOL-A-benlromir. 
bath. Carpeted with
brick With tee room and-- 
many built-ins, range, "gine,- 44°1X- Porer
















roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 75J-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
. continuous gutters in-
Stalled. your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
• • IN by Sears save on
fireproof masonary . 2534A' 0 f a free.
these high heat andfoundations. 100 percent _4:x4in. bus. call sears
produCL - LeSs---than the .
15se for interior or ex- 
estimates. -,cost of natural stone.:_. _ - .....
it-yourself project or we 
WILL, MOW yards - call-
tenor. An excellent do- ---7534011.
will install. Buy directJ AND R Pool Con-
-. 
 from our factou, .  _taaega -initanlimilt. Af_ aaraatee&__cali-or-.
'1578 CHEVROLET Nova. Timber-Lodge Stone and vinyl - lined poole. - write Morgan - Con -
Automatic • with air._ -Fieepleee, 706 N. Several sizes. -.Water stimetion Co., Route %----
' $1195. 1973 Pinto wagon, , Market Street, Paris, . Valley 355-2838 or 328- Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
' automatic -with '-air, --Tefin• 38242-one 401-, -' 8567. --'- ----------- 42001. -Phone -day or FREEFOUR ferry black
$1295. Ca11489-2595. • 143-132g. night 442-7026.
faaa vw _tag.,r44.-,453____ALL.TYPIM backhoe aild ----removed from your yard-- BYARS BROTHERS & 





septic tank work. Field
_tile. lines installed, 28 . stumps? we can reasire- remodeling,- - -framing,
years experience. stumps
through Health 
or land cleared- of SON - General home 
euneath zruapand.toLea1v4ea"
gutters. Call l-354-895tatZ I -•  _Call 7518992-
TWO FEMALE cats, 10
pets. Ca117534515. ------7_
home. Will make terrific
months old. Will deliver.
SUPREME, excellent
conilition.--With-ARP- Mr- --Department. Call Rex-----  sawdust and chips. oil-362-4895. ,_
tape, Call after 5 p. tri. , ' „CamP, 753-5933. .. Call for free Estimate, '  LOAD OF, CUT wood,
LICENSED ELEC- pickup. call 753.7349.752-8030. - _. - . Steve Shaw,' 753-9490 or
 SEPTIC TANK PUM- . Bob icemp, 435_4343. TRICAN and gas--In- ' ,' , 
1952-CHEVROLET4doer;-- PING. Residential and ---- - - ----- - - -  atattatir will do Hit& KITTENS, grey
....commercial. Rex Campautomatic. Licensed for
and sand. call 382-2646-.----- sewer cleaning. Call 753- -
WILL HAUL rock, lime .0 Plumbing, heating and
1970 Best offer. Call 436- 15.3-5031 • • , _ ___ 7203. 
striped short hair.
and- storage -building, burgandy- -IPA-black-- .. , LICENSE.D A EL.E.C, _PAINTING ,INIERICIR,„. 
House broken. Call 436-wood , park erca, bear
large 2 bedroom house, top. oodconditicin. Cal 1971 ggoimaru. win:- tRICIAN, prompt ef- - exterior. 
Also -dry wall.
fully carpeted - lots of 24,gc- " _ - - - - fiiieet service. Nt.., jOb too436-2711. ______
'small. Call Ernest.;- closets and cabinets.
1168 MUSTANG, " ti m7 dApky II, AM-FM -White, 753-0605.-
cylinder, good condition. tape, 4 speed. Like new.
Slight rust, $450. CRII Call 753-2469.
after 5 p.m. 753-0046.
- LITTLE
Contractor will expand BIT HELPS "-to 3 or 4. bedroom toyour
. specifications with-
49. Used Cars & Trucks41
r aro
P. • 1,
- South 1-2t$ et-Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531851
_ bedroom, underpinned,
" nice furniture, 12 X 60
-porch with wrought
-teem -roiling. Storage








WANT A BOAT DOCK?
This 3 bedroom, 2
bath luxury home in
Parkview Shores has
all the-extras for living





















now. Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimates for
your needs.
-CONCRET FINTSHING.  
WILL DO INTERIOR and Patios, driveways, etc,.
exterior house painting. cid! 753.0659.
Call 759-1228.





WILL MOW YARDS. Call
after 4 p.m. 753-7219.






radio. Exsellent con-den, fenced brick and-- bookcase. Located in,
dition„-Call7b7-6143 afterwood Patio, priced in the- quiet neighborhood. 1628
30's.. Can't wait to tell Farmer Ave. Priced in 6 p.m'
you more about it. Call  _mid 26,1 call,
----1171-GRANXD1----4"-dbor,me at 753-1492 for !nore 
details, Loreita„Johs COUNTY IMTATI city automatic, air, -power
steer-hie vfily1 roof.Realtors. -conveniences* 2 miles-
Extra clean. Local onefrom city limits. 3.3
• owner. Call- 753-7734acres of privacy.






LOTS FOR SALE Lake







Fronts on 121 North.
$65,000. Call 489-2764.
TWO BEDROOM brick
house on 1 acre of land.








floored end ready. Up to 12 21. Also barn sty e, offices, cottages,
Mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U•BUILD:pre-ctst completely reedy
to assemble op to 21 s AO. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Play baseball, football, or any outdoor sport on
this well kept lawn. Located in Kingswood Sub-
division this nice home contains three bedrooms,
two baths, kitchen with separate eating area,
living robrn, family room with fireplace, study,
basement garage. Priced in low $50's. Call Pur-
dom and Thurman 753-4451 and let us show you a
real buy.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Located Southside Court Square
Open Daly Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451 It






Powr Squaring and Circle Shears, Powr Crim-
pers and Readers, Powr Slip Rolls 30" to 72"
Sizes, Spot Welders 10 and 15, KVA, New 60"
Powr Duct Beadet, Pneumatic Air Riveters,
Roll Form Gutter Machine, Coll Cridles, Rat -
folds 21" to 36':-sizes, Runout tables /or Shears
and Slitter, Belt Conveyors 24" - 48" width 50' -
130' long, Powr Setdown Machines, Crane Sheet
SI6sil tirsidiff,181V11111111111114111111111114,~ ASV
Hand Toots,. Dasilide Paneh- •
Presses OBI 50-15 Ton, Fire, Extinguishers,
Metal and Wood Pallets and Carts, 250 GallOn
Foe') Tank, Screws, Bolts and Rivets, Tape
Dispensers, Burroughs Bookkeeping 'Machine,
Many other miscellaneous items
MO &IL - 4188
Mosul through Friday
eel .1011-1123$
Contractor ̂ will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
your specifications with
commitment. Priced in
low's 404s Call 753-9850.
1977 TOYOTA Celica GT.
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year Five speed, air. 16,000
miles. Call. 753-4894 or
baths, dishwasher, 759-4971
old 3 bedroom, 1,-full
electric. • stove;-77part-




brick home, living room,
dining-----toom, kitchen,
- --den, utility room. Bath
and • half. Call 753-6402





• motorcycle, 4,500 miles.
Pacifco fairing. '
All accessories. Like
new. Call 767-2348 after
5-




1973 YAMAHA 250. Only
1859 miles. $525. Call 435-
4305.
48 Automotive Service
1974 PONTIAC Le Mans.
$2400. Also 1970 Pontiac
Le Mans, $500. AM-FM 8
track. Call_753-4473.
1966 THUNDERBIRD
hardtop. Power and air,
leather interior, two 1957
Thunderbirds, 1969
Pontiac convertible,
1966 Mustang , con-
vertible. Priced below
nilitket, See Setuevia,v. or
Sunday afternoon only.
No phone calls. Bob
Cook, Hazel, Ky.
1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe.
Call 753-0612. _
1977.LUV pickup. Call 753-
1702 after 5 p.m.
1973 CADILLAC Sedan
De Ville. AM+FM




Make an offer. Call 753-
5561,
FIVE 15" chrome wheels.
8" wide with tires. Will 1968 OPAL, good con-
fit Ford pickup. $100. dition. 1969 motor. $395.
Call 439-2344. Call 753-7349,
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1971 AUDI. Air condition,
. automatic AM-FM
radio, good condition.
Call 753-2864 after 5.
1965 FORD Galaxie
500XI, 2 dr. h.4 -Double
power and air. Has
factory bucket seats and
automatic in the floor.
Good tires a-rift a good
car. 6300.90. Phone 1-354-
6217.
1975 VW Rabbit, excellent
condition. $2300. Call
767-476.
MUST SELL 1975 Cougar
._XR-7.-Triple black, good
condition. Loaded fn-
- eluding moon roof. Call




Call 436-2235 after 5 p.m.
1172 CHEVROLET 34' bik
with topper. Power and
rieireiit tot Eitillinfl -
comfier Whom trallyr-
$1550. 1973 ford ifickup, .
. 1 owner, excellent .•
condition. -$1795. call
481-2595 •
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 GREMLIN- "- 6 cyl.
straight shift. Gets 27
miles per gallon pnd in
excellent condition: °
$950.00. Phone 1-354-




vice, Route 68 and 1-24,





pop up and 01:vers. Bah
new and used. We









tained. $1700. Call 437-
4422.
COACHMEN Camper for
sale, 18 ft., 1969. Fair
condition. Call 753-6805.
FOR SALE MOTOR
home sleeps 6. Also 15 ft,
runabout boat, 40 H. P.
Johnson Call 435-4317.
1971 POP UP camper,
1964 DODGE 880, 2 door sleeps 7. Sink, slide out 3
hardtop. One owner, burner gas stove, ice
40,700 miles. Excellent box Call 753-9610 or 753-
condition. Call 492-8583-:.' 0843
1976 MUSTANG 28,000




1967 Dodge window van, -
$700 Call 753-6293. See
after 5 p.m.






long bed, real nice. Good
running condition. $950.
Call 753-1877 or 753-7974.
1967 VOLVO 122. NeW
tires. $650. Call 753-9371:
1974 CH181! E 7
p i • Vtip CUS1OM .10,
-straight -tranagnfolmz •
33440 ankh. ..Saorp,.::-
$2450 19576 Ford Custom -




•3? ft Motor Home
Cruise Control, Atotikwy
Gas Tank hum Seat-
Arm Reds Sem Visors,
Driver's PrIVOCY Cur-
tain, Roar Privacy Cur-
tain beide Idiot Spews
The Cow, 225 AMP
Rettery, Sad* out bat-







verter anti cheitiyer 3.5,
Micro vver• oven,
AM /FM Stereo with
tips deck TV Antenna,
C•ntral Vacuum
Owner. C.11- Radio. Coll
753 4320 a too at '705
5 4th Sere's'
vehicle, $7500it - 1984
1916 TRIUMPH' 640 Corv.alr needs paint,
Bonneville: Perfect $550. 1975 Honda CB 11IP--
condition $700. Call 395- 200 miles, $350. Call 753-
7859. 6202 after 6 p.m
Services Offered






and backhoe work 'needs.
A Iso sepeic tank
cleaning. Call John !zinc
Phone yrk$669 or 436-
5:i48.
BEAUTIFY your home estimates.
--1"inst•itligitireigbLeaall Eldorado Stone. BUD"'
No costly footings DT •
..•ftnishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
 :Ratph Worley.
Pine Bluff Shores Lake Cottage - 2 bedroom on










- -dry, work completely
Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE .-
Ccrimany Inc. Air con-





5 4 Free Column
suitable for horsei", shop ---1,74-MCINTE-CARL11;-:- - 5421,  -
- _
5502. 
New - Spacious - Distinctive three story. 000ular
saltbox in Canterbury - three baths -4 bedrooms





" 753-1390 753-7249 763-2403
„
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving At! West-Kentucky
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD CLOSE TO UNIVER-
SrTY - Extra nice 3 bedroom brick home, with
many extra features, den has fireplace. Large
yard with trees and space for garden.
WANT TO BE YOUR OWN BOSS? We have
several going businesses where you can get a
good return for your money; Grocery stores,
retail clothing store, restaurants, boat and motor
sales, meat market, catfish ponds, trailer park
and more. Whatever you desire, drop by and talk
to us.
SEE THIS REMODELED 2-BEDROOM HOUSE
ON NICE LOT - With new 2 - car detached
garage. This is a bargain, all for $18,000.00 in
LOOKING FOR A GOOD FARM? - We just listed
one; Good 3 bedroom framed country home, with
2 good stock barns and other outbuildings on 75
acres of good land, almost all tendable with
tobacco base and barn. Has good road frontage.
LESS BREAD - 'Cause ft needs a paint job. But
the interior of this 2 bedroom house sitting on ap-
proximately 1½ acres makes it well worth the
money. Located on north end of' Penny Road by
Oak Grove Church. Price is $16,000.00.
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
Check this! 60 acres, with 6 fishing lakes, has
good home plus-other out buildings. You can do
your working, fishing living& playing all on your
own property. Call for more information. Priced
at $110,000.
NEW 2 BEDROOM HOME in the country near
'Kentucky Lake. It has more to offer than most,
in 'convenience & styling. Let us show it to you.
Priced at $21,000.00.
42 ACRES with older remodeled hoMe-dr fur-
nished mobile home. Approx. 1/2 of the land is
tillable, some good timber. Has good tobacco
barn, stock barn & has tobacco base. Can be
bought with or without mobile home.
FARM - Good remodeled, 3 bedroom home on
blacktop road with good water supply. 97 Acres
of land, good barns, & fences. Approx. 50 acres
open, rest in timber.
51 ACRES - Has good 2 bedroom frame house,
good stock barn, 'orchard, tobacco base and
barn. Good building sites. $41,500
-
APPROX 10 ACRES of Hwy. frontage land near
Golo. Has many choice building sites. Priced to
sell,
66 ACRES PLUS good development property,
mostly wooded, good location. Call for more in-
formation.
97 ACRE FARM with 3 or 4 bedroom home, large
family room, approximately 1 mile southeast of
Old Ahno. Has approx. 49 acres of good row crop
Land, mostly creek bottom, remaining acreage in
good young timber. $76,500.00.
3 BEDROOM RUSTIC - 1 year old on 9 acres,
ideal for horse or hog farms, has year around
water on blacktop road near Gob.
SEE THIS good 2 bedroom framed home on 20
acres, good land with all furniture ready to move
into. Reasonably priced 837,500.
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 327-1468
--CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMMI 7E44423 .
TPAOUCAH NUMBFR 443-23t2 - ;
diaries Jeffrey 474-2337-
room.. I. Norodom 436,2139
Darral Morgan 527-1 1 74
lob Riley 527104I6





Joe Carl Wyatt )27-7532
aramalac
Word has been received of
the death of Boyce H. Taylor
who died suddenly on Thur-
sday at his home at 123 Ford
Street, Detroit, Mich.
He was 76 years of age and
was born in.Kentucky on Sept.
6, 1901, to the late Benjamin
Taylor and Mahalie Boggess
Taylor. He was an inspector
for . the Budd Company in
Michigan.
Mr. Taylor is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Rubye Taylor Waldrop said. .
tertidanghtees, Mrs. Richard ---:-/IFIlveseiirrellit-irtealtilF-ehikirest-asiVest
(Gvieni Copeland and Mrs., ainteaChers and couaselors
Margueritte Nation: one or-- 4111211Thating the extent to
Edwin T. Taylor; six grand- winch an)individuel student is
childreni-tbrew-groat_ • achieving in accordanCe_with
• - children. • • expectations of studentX _of
• The funeral Will The held similar age, grade and
Saturday at eleven a. m. at the academic aptitude. The
chapel of the Harper-Mulligan computer-analyzed data
Funeral Home, 19530 ' West received on school and district
Seveh Mile,. Detroit, Mich.,
- : • California Test of Basic effective educational progratii- 1<e—
ntu y versky, Bowling Wallace LaPrade, pulled from
Green.' his post here as head of the
Skills) on April 18, 19 and 20,
according to Joy Waldrop, Bill David Wilson, the son ef nations
 largest FBI office and
guidahce counselor for the Mrs. H. W. Wilson, 110401We 
threatened with dismissal for
elementary schools. 
Conducting improper wiretaps
These batteries .were end 
break-ins, has lashed out
developed to test skills in. the 
at Attorney General Griffin
areas el-reading, language. 
_ Bell for ordering Similar la-
vestigations.
LaPrade said Bell has acted
ewas the president's
authority" and challenged
Bell to debate, the issue with
Win on national television.-
•. The 51-year-old LaPrade
- •  .__„Asiarie _Ms ,C.191.Ts_raLik_isews-
.; • conference Thursday at which
'  he announced .he had been_
-relieved of hifi duties here and
• transferred to Washi4ton
nding investigation of the
Charges against him, which
• • stem from an FBI in-
Bill David - • . vestigation of the radical
St. and the late H. W. -1110 - Weathermen movement in the
Wilson, will receive the' early 1970s.
arithineffc and study skills.
The results of the CT13S have
value for both survey of in-
dividual and group per-
formance in task sliiiis and
analysis of learning, Mrs.
I Funerals I  Spring Testing Program PsAttuircrl:IYAghtsGets New York FBI Chief Claims Bureau Is
Boyce H. Taylor Is Planned, County Schools Scholarship
All students grades 1 performance serves as a 
A senior at Murray High OW Conducting Warrantless Probes
* Dud At Age Of 76' through 7 and in grade 9 in the management tool to ad- School has been awarded a
it
eretsaturdif_,_CallowsziatCounty.thii_Schooll_cras.wiil _arnuustrEducatiostor  anli4aanninivaLto the Board sCcollwarege sov
HeightsjWejt 
NEtr. yoRxsAplFoundation
for the children of Calloway
County, said the counselor.
"Statistics have shown that
individuals perform better on
tests if they feel good and are
well rested. In order for the
schools to get the most ac-
curage measurernent of the
basic skills of the children in
the Calloway County schools,
the parents are being en-
couraged to cooperate on
these matters and to make it
special effort . to have their
tizneL
on chest -degas," sald Mrs.
Waldrop. ,
ask: Will another tooligsal
power iriWashington desire so
prosecute today's actions five •
years from now?"
LaPrade called on_ all FBI•
agents now involved in such
"warrantless investigations"
to stop work until they have
written orders from President
-Carter
• According to a New York
FBI source who alisi not want
to be named, Belf asked for
LaPrade's resignation
Monday after Ite-was- named •
an =indicted co-conspirator
in an_Lndictinent charging
former acting FBI Director L.




In Washington tfie Justice
Department acknowledged
that LaPrade had been served
with "a notice for proposed
administrative action," but a
spokesman tienied his ac-
cusation that the, Carter ad-
ministration was carrying out




Said" searches • •without
warrants4had been carried out
only against "foreign agents
under rigorous internal
executive branch approval."





--group had- no. dgkihe-io.
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speak at botb_the_ eleven a.m. At Murray High, Wilson is-in 'Apra& said, -aha there has the Rev. T. H. Sanders, church Street) 
Murray' -Kentucky-I:Mar a-EL-WS
wtil loilow. in the Youth And Children
Hear Pastor Speak
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
-the Rev-. Lawson Williarn-
The pherty -dem herieek_ lit car wash will be held at
Presbyterian Church located'
off Highway 94 Faast,
the Super Shell Station,• High-
way__ 641 South, South 12th
---wn 0:2.
te niversity. The cost will 
. a
"The Doubter C.envineed" --Here Is MY Life" --wTI 'be —Wilson plans to makir in' such •ajashion that that was ---drrecanie-rs vAth-- inside and
beforstos for sabbleoutsideas. d *1st - -Stinsilt 6:49. Siinfin-144,-
1 .5 up O. .
maintain the organization hi - a. m. The song service will be
_ Final rites foralla_XL_Hall.....1611-bi._the subjeet_cf_thn_ ,the . selection by the. Adult pre-med Studies at Western. not possible, although-it was Anita •Walla as Pianist-
were- held this merning at ten sermon by the Rev. . gr, Choir, directed by 'roternY According to offiCia4 -th .always-iried.,, . •
7-Scott with Mrs. Scott as Western's University-School .. mere was no immediate
11-. Churciiill--funeral fforne of the South Pleasant
. o'clock at the cha_pel of the J. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
- •-.. isinist and Mrs. James Neale Relation- Office, scholars/14st ---,--.600-ase- to LaPrade's
with the Rev. Dr. David Roos United Methodist church, at . as organist. A duet, 
"We're te Western are awarded on "remarks 
from Boll, who *a
officiating. the 10:45 a. m. worship ser-. Not Strangers Anymore," ‘111 . scholastic performance. The out at Washington Thursday.
Active pallbe•seas were vices on Sunday. April 16, at be sung by Tommy Scottatitcl student's grade point average The 27-year veteran, an
_
,John Irvan, Henry Fulton. the ciwreb• His scripture will Kerry Vasseur
. - • and test scores as well-Ai-- assistant FBI director and
John Livesay.s•Terrell John- be from John 20:24-31. The youth choir will meet at involvement in extra- chief 'of the 1,300-pgent New
son, „Tames Dale nopton, and Special music will .iie six p.m. for practice and will currucular activities are York office since early 1975,
Ralph • 1Welaiistori. -Honorary presented by the Youth (W-- AlinItin the evening services. considered What. _.osaideg-- as head at .--Autelligence
-- pallbearers-were members of who will sing -Fair The Reality  , Supd_ ay 
School will be at ten awards, .• . •• .
the official board and the
Men's Bible Class of the First
Christian Church. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hall. 1210 Dogwood
Drive EaS, Murray. died
Wednesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Virginia Diuguid Hall;
one son. James B Hall; two
granddaughters, Patricia and
Janice HAIL two sisters;Mrs.
William 9sbeone and •• Mrs
ESA Martin
  Funeral is Today.
For Coy (Pud) tee
The funeral for Coy Pod)
Lee is being held today at two
p. m. at the chapel of Linn
al Home,- Benton, with
the Rev Lawson Williamson
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Palestine Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr_ JAC__ age 65,. died
Wednesday at : 30 a. m. at the
urrayrCalloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Unity „Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, a
veteran of World aTTIr 1-,---*sA a
member of the Disabled
American Veterans.
He is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Ophie Darnell Lee,
'Benton Route Five; four
daughters, Mrs. Marilyn
Newsome, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Foy. Murray Route
Seven, Mrs. Brenda Higgins,
and Miss Christine Lee.
Benton Route Five: three
sisters, Mrs. Elrna Jackson.
Almo Route One, Mrs. Bertha
Jackson, Chicago, ni., and
Mrs. Lillian Groves, Benton
route Five; three grind-
children.
Hog Market •
Federal State Market 'ices Service
April 14. Ire
Kentacky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipt' Aft 714 Est 172 Kalitews &
Gab JO higher Sews steady -
US 1-2 M114341ta 615.1141.311,1116.111
t 'S 4 216-20 . f....64.11141.61
`, 24 )11-21• ll
L.S 34 10-Mill lb* 1112.1141.M
r2 2732Mtbs  seeemes
11114 21/1411111". . . ' . - nesseem
tp 14 OWNS lbs. k . 131.140.111
gg 14 OHM Ibis .%4011141 -III tow 41 16
gl 24 Mal Ile 13746411.110













Fiepresentinip Alpha Littibda Delta , bopor
FEDERAL SOCietiegKEMPER .„
INS4pRANCE
Children's Choir who will sing 0:30 P•m• provided by the College
"God Is Sotiod." Tom Allen is Volunteer nursery workers . Heights Foundation, a non-
crireetor isT b-oth choirs " will be Mrs. Ave Watkins, profit organization ding
Jean Cooper as organist and Mrs. Linda Roach, and Mrs. students affFriding
Joyce Gordon as pianist. Bera Wells.
"Isaiah" will be the subject
of the sermon by Dr. Mullins 
at the six p. m. service.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. in. Nursery workers will be
_Martha Butterworth Ind
Marilyn Valles.
The church will have a
special *`Sentimental Journey
Luncheon" on Wednesday.
April 19, at twelve noon at the
church. All persons having
any history of the church or.,
interested in hearing about the
church history since its
. organization in 1834 are in-
vited and urged to attend, a
church -spokesman said
is To Smg At and 7:30 p.m. worship aer- the top ten percent of his been a political effott to
vices on Sunday. April aClaseSaSitisbaSinw:slistfoeqt.baathin_tnetict__ Iriir _ Ed_ — -•
control the FBI I think that "ProveeYour Los.ve Of Jesus" KintPue- AsssPabradcisiti 
by thoet
Pastor, speak' on the subject,- Nail lb, front light o• m• to 
dawn 0.1.
ieyen m. -servicss- Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.6
• •,'Below dam 312.3 
RaymOnd Crawford, garTiToovef in Ms




The • Kirksey United
Methodist Men will hold their
monthly breakfast at the
church fellowship hall on
Sunday, 'Aril 16, at seven a.
R. L. Cooper, layman of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, will be the
guest speaker. All interested
persons are invited to attend.
MSU Senior Named
Delegate To Student -
Government Meeting
Juliedthri Skaggs of Utica, a
senior at Murray State
University, has been selected
_Kentucky's delegate to the
National Student Government
Association Coalition Con-
vention in Washington, D. C...
April 14-18
Miss Skaggs has served-at
Murray State's student
government elections
chairman and as chairman of
the Judicial Board
The daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Richard Skaggs of
Greenbrier Wad, she is a
music education major at
Murray State She has served
as editor of Sigma Alpha Iota,
professional women's music
fraternity.
Selected to appear in Who's
Who Among American
Colleges and Universities, she.
has served as vice-president




Miss Skaggs has been a
member of the Marching
' Thoroughbred Band, the





during the __Windbennen in-
ttlf The Earth" and the a.m. and Church Training, at Fends for this award were vestigation from 1970 to 1972.
Referring-Ito pressure from
pen concerning his alleged
Part in Investigathais con-
ducted without warrants,
LaPrade said, "Is it proper to
Sunday School will be at ten
Corrections & Amplifications
A photo caption underneath a series .of pictures in
the Saturday, Apra- 8, edition incorrectly mentioned
-randy Colson as the teacher of a class studying in
Hawai. The name should have been Gndy Cohoon.
Bobby Futtrell, involved in a *cent auto accident,
was mistakenly lisied as living at 564--S. 96. St. in
Murray. The addrets is 4055. 9fft.
• • The Murray Ledger & Times tries to carved proongdy gny snots
in fact or daily any misleading information appearing in news ar- •
tides. That is the purpose of this column. To report an-erroc or need
for clarification please call 7534918
In a vicild of "can'ts" and "won'ts" and
-well, I don't know's"-, there's still a pliCe
where iou'll hear an enthusiastic,"We' Will!"
Unless you're already our bank customer,
you should find that refreshing.
__-_:When you come to us for service—check-
ing or savings accounts, loan or credit serv-





copy of Th. *way Ledger &
Thom by SAM
Min or by 13110. ea Sew-
ere aged te eel 7334116
-•..8111111111 g. et. mid 6 pax
fasatisiellwar par
end 4p.m. ta
dalkery of lbe werroproper.
mail be *NM ItY 11.•• walk.
 or lehirdays to
apopionoisity.
everything Possible to say, "We Will!" Will-
ingness is a people kind of thing. And from
the president on through to each and every
teller, the entire staff has -reaffirmed the
pledge of customer service on which our bank
was built. Cothe- in today, to bank or just
to -visit'," and see how refreshing a positive
attitude can be. . . at the Willing Bank..
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